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PROGRAMS FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION

1$ THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

CHAPTER

The Nature of the Problem

For more than tr ay centuries, the offeets

of alcohol upon man have been observed and recorded.

Before the birth of Christ, Solomon warned the

Hebrews of the dangers of measlye use of wine

Plato was *anointed with the overindulgence of the

Greeks. Tushers and sages have warned of the

dangers of the uneentrolled use of alcoholic beverages.

Legal sanctions to prevent people from using

alcoholic beverages or to control their use have been

tried in many gauntries, The United States tried le

prohibition from 1920 to 1933. Two stators, Mississi

and Oklahoma, still forbid the manufacture and sale of

alcoholic beverages containing more than 3.2 per sent

alcohol by weight. All of the other states and prow

inses of Canada have statutes devil d to control the

sale, manufacture and distribution of alcdholic

beverages. It seems evident that legal sanetions are



not al

spread

suffioient to oontro

and mis tse of alodholio bev

general pUblio seems to be unaware and indifferent to

the potential dangers present in the use of alo to

beverages.

Gradually the tee

and indifference be overcome

designed to aequsint the general

uoational programs

o with the dangers

that are inherent in the widespread use of aleoholis

beverages. The dove opment of an understanding of the

offsets of gasohol and desirable attitudes toward the

use of aledhel in beverage form can best be a000mplithed

by the eduoation of the young.

Every state in the union and province in Canada

has ome statute in regard to temperanee education.

The majority of theee laws are quite *peeing in

regard to what and how suah instruction should be given

in the public sehoole. Most of these laws were passed

between 1880 and 1900. Some were later amended or

revised. In some oases there is a trend toward

simplifisation of these laws and an attempt to reeonsile

the legal requirement with a more taotusl and stolen

tiff o approach through education.



In thirteen states a penalty is imposed upon the

teacher or school official for failure to supply the

required instruction. In eleven states the laws require

prospective teachers to pass a satisfactory examination

an subjest-matter related to alodhol. In nine states

the law directs that suitable information must be

supplied in textbooks. In eleven states the law e-

ifies that a special day shall be set aside and observed

with suitable exersises devoted to the cause of temper-

ance. In seven states instruction must be given eon

corning aledhel in teacher training schools. In forty

states the law specifically requires that the instruc

tiara concerning alcohol, stimulants or narcotics shall

be given in conneetion with physiology and hygiene.

These legal provisions were introduced at the insistence

of organised groups who believed sinoersly in total

abstinence as the best solution to the many problems

that arise beeausio people misuse alseholle beverages

and narcotics. great deal of faith was planed in

ability of education to bring about the desired results.

o tunately, these legal previsions have been

ignored the professional educator. Washers and

school officials have been aware of the controversial

aspects and emotional soncomitants that are involved



in the use of alcoholic beverages. Rather than expeoe

themselves to the eriticism and eontroversy that might

arise, school people have almost entirely refrained from

following either the letter or spirit of these laws.

The textbooks and other edueational materials available

were generally biased and some were predused by people

who were not professionally trained educators.

In 1903, Billings (3, pp. 1-136), in his book

nallywiologioal Aspects of the Liquor Problem," (mitt

sized the odueaticmal materials available, In 1937,

Rogers (29, pp. 2.4), consultant in hygiene of the

United States Offiee of Bducation, summarised this

report as follows:

Much of the methods and substance
of the so called scientific temperance
instruction in the public schools is
unscientific, and undesirable. This
appears to us a matter of grave
importance.

It does not seem to this sub-
committee desirable to attempt to give
systematic instruction to all children
in the primary schools on the subject
of the action of aledhol or of alo4holic
drinks, \To older children, and espeeially
those in the high schools, it does moor
proper that instruction should be given
as to the principal fasts known about the
use end effects of elcOholle drinks the
sosiologioal and especially the ethical
relations of the subject, the means which
have been tried to prevent the evils
resulting from alcoholism- -and the results-
the object being to enable them to form an



intelligent opinion upon the whole
subject, especially to distinguish
between mere assertions and scientific
evidence.

This teaching should not be made
a special, isolated matter, but should
be a part of some elementary instruction
in Physiology and hygieneoland all that
is really useful and desirable can be
given in a brief' time, equivalent to a
few lessons of an hour each, following
the lessens on food. [In these lessons
might be taught what the ordinary also
hello drinks are, and of what and how
they are made, the difference between
simple fermented drinks, like beer and
wine, and distilled liquor such as
whisky, the nature of the so- called
"temperance drinks", and the general
effects of *lethal as a stimulant and
as a narsotio. Q It might be taught that
while in moderate quantities beer and
wino may be, in a certain sense, a food,
they area very imperfect and expensive
kind of food, and are seldom used for
food purposes; that they are not needed
by young and healthy persons, and are
dangerous to them insofar as they tend
to create a habit; that in sertain eases
of disease and weakness they are useful
in quantities to be prescribed by physi
clans; that when taken habitually it
should only be at meals, and, as a rule,
only with the last meal of the day, or
soon after it; and that alcoholic
drinks of all kinds are worse than use-
less to prevent fatigue or the effects
of cold, although they may at times be
useful as restoratives after the work
Is dons.

It should also be taught that
aledhello drinks are almost always a
useless expense; that their use in
emboss is the cause of mush disease,
suffering, and poverty and of many
crimes; but that such use is sometimes
the result, rather than the cause, of
disease.



In 1933, Fosdick and Scott (90 pp. 14 -

their book *Toward Liquor Control, pointed oat*

Not only do we need research so
that facts can displace opinion and
superstition, but we need clear, un-
prejudiced dissemination of facts.
This requires a tolerant spirit, and
tolerance in education, free from the
bias of preconceived objectives, is
perhaps difficult to achieve. But it
Is distinctly within the range of
possibility to promote understanding
of fasts to a point where common know-
ledge supports a steadily improving
national ideal.

Whatover line temperance instrue
tion may take, its chief emphasis, if
it is to sapturo this younger generation,
should be an life and health and not on
disposed' and death, It should be con-
structive and not negative. The necessity
of keeping fit for work and sport is a
far more effootivo appeal than moral
hemillos, Our young people cannot be
browbosten into ri =teousness or
frightened into good behavior. They are
alert to detest exaggeration, and thoy
are not moved by sanctimonious emhorta
tion. It is this kind of aPPrcoch which
has too often made temperance teaching
in the past what one wellknown educator
*ailed a "Pedagogical monstrosity." The
only offectivs appeal today is an appeal
not to fear or prejudice but to intelll
genes.

In order to meet the demand for instructional

materials, several *tee published syllabi or manuals

for alcohol and narcotic education The State Depart-

nt of Edueation of Maine published a pamOhle

e Science of Living, (13, pp. 1-63) in 1936.



arriec the subtitle, "A Socialized

Curr oulum and was prepared by IL soma ttes of teachers

and administrators appointed by the commissioner of

education. In 1933 the Department of Education of

esadhusetts published a manual for teaching, "The

Effects of Alcohol, Stimulants, and Mareoties upon the

%won Body," (14, pp. 1-31). In 1934, the Department of

Education of Minnosota prepared a bulletin 'The

Effects of Alcohol on the Human Body, Character, and

Society," (12, pp -38). This bulletin was the work

as

a cammittoo appointed by the

of Education. In 1934,

Mew Hampshire published

Minnesota State Commissioner

tate Board of Education of

ogram of Studies" concerning

alcohol, taboos° and narcotic drugs (20, pp. 1-98), and

reoommended the use of this program in the pUblis

schools. The Superintendent of Public Instruction

the State of Oregon published one of the first manuals

for teachers about tobacco, alcohol and other nareetics.

In 1932, the material in this manual was ass led, by

Dr. Vern D. Bain, Superintendent of Schools at Woodburn,

Oregon and Dr. lionriotta Morris, Hduoatiomal Direotor

of the Oregon Tgboreulosis Association (98, pip. 1445).

Among the early manuals, "A Syllabus in Aleohol. Eduaa-

tion," (2'?, pp. 1-84) was prepared by Bertha Ba



Miss Palmer had formerly hold the office of

Superintendent of Public Instruction for South Dakota.

However, the syllabus was published by the National

Women's Christian Temperance Union Publishing House at

Evanston, Illinois, in 1935. Rogers (99, pp. 1-7),

consultant in hygiene of the United States Office of

Education, published a pamphlet in 1937, "Instruction

in the Wrests of Alcohol and Tabasco."

The foregoing manuals and syllabi were prepared

and published to meet the need for instructional

materials for alcohol and narcotic education in the

public schools.

Bogen and Missy (4, 741), in the book,

"what about Aleohelt" first published in 1934, point

out in the introductions

The first requirement in alcohol
education is that the material taught
should be truthful. There are so many
things that are proven beyond doubt
regarding the effects of alcohol that
they should not be confused with claims
that are still under investigation.
The shoeing of imaginary horrors as a
result of alcohol for the purpose of
frightening young people into a tress-
bling fear of its sensequenees is not
only ineffeetive, but the very extrav-
agances of mush presentations prevent
belinf being placed in the true to...h-
inge that may aeeoepsny them.

Seientifie accuracy and rellabil
ity are most important, but are not the
only consideration.. Thousands of
serious contributions to the study of
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alcohol lie unread an the shelves of
our libraries because they were pre-
sented in form and language unfamiliar
to most people. The facts must not
only be correct, but they must be
simply and clearly told so that they
may be easily understood without
special training or application on the
part of the reader.

In addition to being true and
clear, the facts should be told in such
a manner as to exalts interest in the
subject. A. dull mass of foots and
figures may interest the special
student of alcohol, but for others the
materiel mast be presented in a form
and manner that will enlist his atten-
tion and urge his to read farther.
Sle analogies, histori incidents
and
imp

graphic illustrations
c
may give en

attractive glow to an otherwise prosaic
presentation. In no ease need this
teohnique defeat the primary purpose of
scientific accuracy.

Effective alcohol education is
not noonoPlished simply by reading a
few pages or hearing a set lecture. It
must touch on various subjects in the
school curriculum. Attention must be
called repeatedly and persistently to
the effects that this substance has en
the human body and on the community
If alcohol edueation is to be more than
a mere gesture of legal somplianoe with
educational he continuous and
clever advertising of liquor sellers
must be countered by equally persistent
and energetic sohoolroom presentation
of the truth about alcohols

In 1943 Emerson (7, p. 98), in a lecture aThe

Educational Approaoh to the Alcohol Problem, summed
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up the purposes in alcohol education as fellows:

It may be aseepted then that there
an obligation upon public education
arouse and satisfy curiosity and to
e basic information concerning all
s and drinks, that the child may
to pick and shoos* in accordance

the neessaitios and satisfactions
life. Children should be taught the

useful foots about water, milk, tea,
coffee, alcoholic boverages and soft
drinks; about meats, fats, starches,
minerals and vitamins.

The object of such sehool teaching
should be to prepare children to form
their own opinions, think through the
relation of their choice of food and
drink to health and their way of lift.
Its content should include information
on the chemical, Ohysiologleal and
functional effects of alcohol on human
beings. This can boot be done by
building upon the knowledge of matter
and its properties gained in the pro
paratory courses an Physics, chemistry,
home economics and nature study.

Since the chief, if not the only,
internal offset of alcohol upon the
human organism is through its action
upon the brain and the spinal cord, any
demonstration of its action on other
creatures available for school instruc-
tion is impractical. But the svidenso
offered by osperlmental medicine and
social exporionco is necessary.

Probably the most comprehensive study of alcohol

education in elementary and high schools in the

United States was made in 1943 by Ana* Roil (28, PP.

1132) . In her introduction to this study, she
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fed (28$ p. 9):

The social as well as public
health aspects of the alcohol problems
are of such magnitude that it is
imperative to prepare the young and
adolescent student to meet this prat
len adequately. This involves not
only the presentation of scientif-
loally established facts about
alcoholic beverages but also a
statement of the problem itself. The
student mast be taught to see that
the problem is not exhausted by the
effects of alcoholic beverages as
isolated payehosematie funetions but
that the manifestations are of a
nature which make the use and abuse
of alcoholic beverages not a matter
of mere taste and inclination but of
mature consideration involving social
respenelbillty and responsIbIllt7
toward oneself.

In order that the student should
be prepared adequately to meet this
pro-ibiem in the future, the facts an
this subject must be taught in the
same manner as other subjects are
treated. If the method or approach
used in teaching the ffeets of
alcohol differs in any respect from
the method or approach used in teaching
the general subject in which a unit on
aleohol has been included* it can only
create confusion in the mind of the
student and vitiate not only the teeth
roes about alcohol but about the whole
subject in which this unit has been
incorporated. It Is essential that
spurious logic should be avoided in
*amnesties with instruction on the
alechel problem, to the same degree as
It mot be avoided in any other felon-
title subject.

McCarthy and Douglass (16, pp. 141-143) in a

resent book "Alcohol and Sooial Responsibility,"



point out the resposibility of educators in the field

of providing adequate instruotion conserning alcohol as

follows:

the ions of bl,
education a retie society
Provide at ion of that
society so that students, through
understanding, may make a construct
adjustment to it. This is a Challeng
ing responsibility. Problems arising
out of social interrelations are
samples and an intellectual awareness
of the basis Issues is not readily
attained by the average adult citisen.
Moreover, many social questions tend to
evoke emotionalism whit& frequently
abeam'ss fasts and makes objective
interpretation and understanding
diffisult.

0....*
&shoal administrators and educa-

tors have demonstrated only limited
interest in another area of public
health, one involving serious social
and mantal-hygiene problems. Medical
authorities eharasterige alcoholism as
an illness. An assistant surgeon-
general of the united States Public
Health Service described alcoholism as
America's Public Health Problem Nueber
4. Drunk:senses eases clog menielpal
*courts and jails. The exoessive use
of beverages containing alcohol is
signifloant factor in welfare costs,
disturbed homes, traffic accidents,
and in other areas of social, disorgan-
isation. Yet in only a few °amenities
in this country have school authorities
recognised and accepted their respon-
sibility sufficiently to provide ade-
quate material and teaching time for
this social question in the school

to

program
a



rganiset s have
prepared progress of instruction about
alcohol which are available for use in
elessroona. Some of the material has
been published in textbooks for use in
schools. The services of temperenee
lecturers have been offered to stheels
in many leealities, and literature,
films and other teaching aids have boon
distributed. Commendable as this effort
say be, there can be no question that if
teaching about alodhol is a funotion of
the school, the responsibility for or-
ganising and integrating the teething in
a total sthool program rests with the
professional educator.

McCarthy and Douglass (16, pp. 46-147, 149),

er point out some of the difficulties involved in

an adequate program of alcohol education ass

Stereotypes abound in AMAMI
education. They vary from the precties
t some grade levels of stressing

standards for promotion In terns of
mastery of skills rather than total
personality develspment, to the semen
belief anew many students and parents
that the college preparatory course Is
socially mere desirable than the eon-
merelal or the industrial-arts curric-
ulum. It is not surprising that prin
cipals and teachers eonsider adequate a
program of instruction *bout &lethal
*kith is limited to one or two periods
in the biology class, during which a
discussion of the properties of alcohol
and the bodily damages presumed to
result free its use is presented. When
such a program is supplemented by
temperance lecture given by an outside
speaker at an assembly, some sthool
authorities feel that they have dis-
charged their responsibility in this
matter. In view of the substantial
background of objective information



which has been developed in the field
of alcohol researGh in the last (Woad*
or two, a stereotyped approach to tho
subject in the public *shoe' is tee-
essary. And it does not require a
specialist in aledholism to recognise
that some motivation beyond that of
roar must be established Wore een
structive social attitados toward the
use of alcohol will develop.

An intelligent approach to any
com lex situation involves consideration
of all its rebated factors. As a nation,
we have participated in various attompts
at prevention and control of alcohol
problems, attempts founded on legislative
or punitive or an inspirational and
othioal principles. Zaeh approach has
value; but lacking a comprehensive,
coordinated program, the effectiveness of
a single approach is usually limited to
a specific group. A broad program of
education about alcdhol at secondary,
college, and adult levels might into
the efforts of existing agonoies oon-
corned with prevention and treatment of
aledholiam and at the same time provide
a constructive stimulus to peolie think
ing.

Siduestors with an adequate book-
ground of training and experience are
equipped to understand the psydhologioal
=Hods and conflicts of adolescents. No
other community agency reaching as many
young people and their families is in a
position to be as dbjective as the
school in counseling oath. Thousands
of young people face tate or
potential emotional conflict by being
called upon to make a choice among
standards and by the mod to conform to
a practice of social drinking which th
have been told is dangerous but which
they have seen is accepted by many
respectable citisensa Pew sahoole have
met this responsibility to pupils in a
manner which enables young peoplo to



work out an to and o
solution for themeolves,

110

6 *..
American society is rrspsnsibs

for a solution to the problems of
alcohol and alcoholism An approach to
an understanding of these problsma,
required before matured judgment can
operate, me be developed most Woe
tivoly through a oomprehensive pregram
of oducation. It Is from this stand
point that the present volume has been
prepared as an orientation for teachers
and school administrators, for loaders
of adult education class's and far
educators ooncerned with ourriculum
planning and supervision. It is
imperative to consider elements of the
problems of alcohol in the broadest
sense. The teacher in the classroom
should be aware not only of the facts
relating to Physiology and alcohol, but
also of the complex social attitudes
and beliefs prevailing among different

within the community. It is
Joel to attempt any plan of

teaching about alcohol which does not
take into consideration the background
and development of ideology in this
country in the past two centuries. Of
particular significance are the tiztory,
activity and achievements of the temper-
ance movement is America.

The prineiples involved in a scientific appreaeh

to an alcohol educational program are ealbodisd in the

"Manual of Reforenso for Alcohol Edueation," Department

of Eduoation Division of Alcohol Education British



Columbia, Canada (6, p.8), as follows*

The use of alcoholle beverages by
society has existed for thousands of
years in most countries despite legal
and social attempts to prohibit it.

The abuse of the custom of drinking
presents many undesirable social,
personal, and osonomio problems, and
the characteristics of modern *misty*
with its stresses, strains, and emo-
tional tensions, have increased the
magnitude and complexity of thew.

The moat hopeful approach to-d
a solution of such problems lies
sound and scientific educational pro-
gramme, which presents, through all
available media, and in a factual,
impersonal* and positive manner, the
latest soiontifie findings concerning
alcohol

With a programme must not convey the
impression that drinking is a worthy
habit for young people. It must not
undermine the influence of a good horns
in which alcohol is used in moderation.
It must not use exaggeration, over-
*aphasia, exhortation, or other similar
aPPreaches.

Such a programme should present to the
student, not preconceived conclusions
concerning alcohol, but mush information
as will enable him, with the advice of
his parents, to fora his own reasonod
conclusions when years of discretion
are reached.

It is recognised that there are many
possible approaches to the solution of
any modern social problem. This pro-
gramme of aloohel education Should not
be viewed as a campaign. It is a long-
term educational effort« Dospits its



limitatis ns, i.t is considered to a
necessary and fundamental part of any
progress toward a solution of the
prdblems of alcohol.

Today there is available a wealth of factual,

unbiased and scientific material about the offsets of

the consumption of aledhol. Courses of study, outlines

and units are available to teachers. Committals of

educators have aceumulatod acceptable objectivos for

alcohol education. An example of those is the statement

of the problem and the list of five objectives formu-

lated by a ammitta of sixty educators meeting at Yale

University in anneotton with the 1946 session of the

Summer School of Alcohol Studies (16, pp. 192.4608

I. Statement of the problem

Man tends to be a wishful rather
than a rational creature. In the matter
of alcohol, sides have been taken and
sustained with strong feeling and mutual
hostility and without careful regard for
actual fact. Beaus* of the many seta-
plex usessocial, religious, racial,
historical, family, personalof alcohol
to beverages, it has been difficult to
deal with the problem in our abate(
and lhurches, and in community saltation
projects, lin a forthright, unbiased
manner. At the moment it seems most
dosiable to present the scientific
information now available, and to trust
the individual to evaluate it and to
come to practical conclusion. The
measure of success achieved depends not
only upon **curate information, but
also upon the skill and personality of
the teacher or leader. Lethargy is



perhaps oar greatset haze
ignorance is to be conquered, an
aroused public opinion must demand
enlightenment. Vith the aid of those
doing research in this field, scien-
tific, information may begin to penis
trate the oontemporary indifferent
public mind.

I/ Objectives

The unbiased presentation of seism
tifie feet* concerning the use and
effect of alcohol.

. Tile avoidance of methods and
materiels which arouse emotional
conflicts.
The encouragement of proper atti
tudee toward the alcohol prebiem,
and the elimination of prejudice
and misooneeptions which obscure
the facts.
The recognition of alcoholism as a
major health problem susceptible
to prevention and treatment.

3. The development of a sense of
responsibility for one's own wool-
fare and that of others in the
use of alcohol.

most urgent phase in developing sea aceeptable

and satisfactory odusational program appears now to be

that of training prospective teachers aad teeehers who

are in servioe. Unless the man and women who teeth

feel competent to undertake an adequate program of

instruction concerning alcohol in the public schools,

little will be aseemplisbed. During the last tan years,

there has been a gradual development of summer *shoals
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or workshops devoted to providing such infoxesati for

teaehsrs. These include Yale University which has

drawn students from Canada, Europe, South Ameriea and

the United States. Universities and colleges located

in California Connootiout, Mississippi, Worth Caro-

lina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Te cas, Utah, Washington and

Wisconsin have provided mums sohoels or workshops in

alcohol studies.

In some instances, the extension divisions of the

state universities or systems of higher eduoation have

offered extension courses to teachers and school

administrators. These include California, Mississippi,

Oregon, Vermont and Wisoonsin

A part of this study is ©once with the edu-

sation of prospective teaohers in colleges and univer-

sities, especially in schools of education. A part of

this study was devoted to an investigation of what

efforts are being mad* by the soilsgea and unlversities

to provide future teachers with factual scientific

information about the effects of alcohol upon the human

system. The replies received from two hundred five

colleges and universities, Which prepare teachers,

indicate that only about one-fourth of them offer
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Instruction concerning the effects of alcohol

the human system. If an adequate Job in alcohol

education is to be done in the future by teashers in

the public schools, the institutions which train

teachers must provide an opportunity for instruetion

about alcohol and narcotics in their eurrieulume

The Need for the Study

The need for the study of the programs of alcohol

education in the United States and Canada Is indicated

by the increasing public interest in edueation as a

means of offers a solution to some of the serious

social problems that are connected with the misuse of

beverage alceahol. Ten states now employ full or half

time specialists who are responsible for alcohol

instruction in the publis schools. Nineteen states

and one Canadian province have prepared printed or

mimeographed instructional materials for use by the

teachers within the schools. The legislative ease.

blies of Kansas, Ohio and Oregon have repealed or

modified the statutes requiring instruction in the

public schools concerning the effects of alcohol upon

the human system within the last few years. Consider-

able activity and expansion have occurred within



temperance orgy isations. These organizations have

become more active in developing and expanding eduea

tional programs designed to reach young people through

the church and private and public schools. There is,

therefore, a need to supply these people recent reli-

able information about programs of alcohol education.

A second need for the study is indicated by the

frequency with which the question is asked* "What

facilities are provided by the teacher training

institutions to equip future teachers with information

and methods for giving instruction about the effects

of alcohol upon the human system? The answer to this

question would be valuable to those people who are

responsible for developing the curriculums in teacher

training institutions. A part of this study is

devoted to an investigation of the extent and nature

of the instruction about beverage alcohol that is

offered in teachers* colleges, colleges and univer-

sities.

A third need for the study is Indicated by the

considerable variation in the school laws which pro-

vide for instruction about alcohol and narcotics in

each of the forty-eight states and the Canadian



provinces.

analysis of t

or II of this study is a

gal regulations in regard to

education in the United States and Canada. This

information should be useful to *shoal administrators,

tsaohers and interested 1WF people

A fourth need for the study is manifested by

increased interest and activity of private organisa-

tions in the field of alcohol education. Teathers and

school administrators should be familiar with the

objectives of thou organisations and their methods

and approaehes. Several of thou private organise

time have developed educational Programs about"

alcohol and seek to establish them within the public

schools. Chapter V is a summary of the programs and

activities of these private organisations.

Finally there is a need on the Part of toaohora

administrators to know what programs, materials

and services have been developed by the various states

and provisos s in the area of alcohol education.

Chapter III of this study Is a summary of the pro-

grams, materials and services that have been developed

and are now available.



of the Study

A review of the textbooks used in

the elementary and secondary sehools to determine the

amount of spaoe devoted to the alcohol problem would

be of some value. An investigation of this kind has

not been attempted in this study beoause of the limi

tations of time and effort that would be involve4.

How much instruction and what kind of instruction

about the alcohol problem is actually being given in

the public schools today is not known. In order to

determine this, a considerable expenditure of time and

money would be necessary. Such a study would involve

personal visitation to great many schools and class-

rooms It would be a valuable addition to our know-

ledge to know something about the extent and quality

of this instruction. This area has not been included

in the present study because neither time nor money

are available to carry out this investigation in the

United States and Canada. Perhaps with the aid of a

substantial grant of money from state or private

sources, such a study could be undertaken.

There are available today a number of films, film

strips, charts and other audio - visual, aids about
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beverage alcohol. An evaluation of these materials

would be of great help to the classroom teacher. At

the present time the choice of these materials by the

teacher must be made upon reeammendation of some agency

or availability. This study has not included such an

evaluation of the audio-visual aids in the field of

alcohol education The reason for this omission In the

study is due to insufficient time and money to make the

evaluation.



faS

I

OF T LEGAL RE TI

XDUOATIONI

The privilege of establishing a system of publie

education is clearly reserved to the individual states

by the United States constitution. Under state laws,

departments of education have been granted specific

duties and powers. For example, state departments may

specify the minimum number of days that school is

required to be in session as condition for financial

assistance or support. State departments of education

provide a set of qualifications for the certification

of teachers. In many instances, however, the state

department of education functions in an advisory

capacity. The specifications and development of the

curriculum have generally been left to the local school

districts. In all states, however, there is a body of

laws concerned with the public school curriculum and

the state department of education Is usually authorised

to interpret and enforce these laws.

There are in existence today two quite di

philosophies in regard to curriculum development. One

school of thought believes that the curriculum should,

under authority of law, specify the amount of time,
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grade placement, content and credit for subject matter.

The opposing school of thought holds that the develop-

ment of the curriculum should be the responsibility of

the local school officials. It is held by this school

of thought that the state department of education

should function to stimulate local schools to improve

their curriculums, If legislation concerning the

curriculum exists within the body of school laws, then

the state department of education is usually respon

sible for enforcement.

An outgrowth of the ranee movement in the

United States and Canada was the enactment of laws

which provide for instruction in the public schools

concerning the nature of alcoholic beverages and the

effects of those beverages upon the human system. As

a result of the pressure exerted by emperance organ-

izations, a majority of the states enacted legislation

requiring that instruction be given to all Mlle

about the nature and effects of alcoholic beverage

and narcotics upon the human system. This wave of

legislation began about 1660 and continued until 1920.

The only exception in the United States was Arizona,

which did not enact legislation requiring that instruc

tion be given about the nature and effects of aloOholic



beverages upon the human body until 1943 (2, p. 163).

Among the Canadian provinces, Nova Scotia alone

enaoted legislation whioh roquired instruction about

the nature of alcoholic beverages and their effects

upon the human system, The section (22, p. 468)

reads as follows s

Appropriate instruction shall be
regularly given in all the public
schools as to the nature of alcoholic
drinks and narcotics including tobacco,
and special instruction as to their
effect upon the human system shall be
given in connection with the subjects
of physiology and hygiene. Such in-
struction shall be given orally, to
pupils unable to read, from a suitable
text book in the hands of the teacher,
and to all other pupils from such text
book, in the hands of the pupils, as is
from time to time prescribed by the
Council. (Tbe word Council refers to
the Council of Public Instruction.)

In 1947, the legislative assembly of the province

of British Columbia passed a liquor act amendment,

(6, P. 6) which reads in part:

Section 121 is amended by adding
thereto the following words: nand for
the creation of a fund to be expended
under the direction of the Minister of
Bduoation for the promotion within the
Province of education in respect of
the proper use of alcohol.'

Immediately following the passage of this amendment,

the department of education of the Province of British

Columbia established a Division of Alcohol Education.



A oommIttee of educators, working under tt a dims

of the Division of Aloohol Ldusation, produced two

books for use in the schools of British Columbia.

The first book, "Alodhol Lducation Subjeet Into

in Grades 7 to 12," (5, pp. 1-74) was prepared to

assist teachers in fitting alcohol education into the

present ourrioulum of the schools. The second book,

"Manual of Referenee for Alcohol Education,"

(8, PP. 1-02) contained information about beverage

alcohol. This book was intended to be used by

teachers and students alike as a Loupes of resent

reliable information.

At the present tie, all of the states in the

Union and the federal territories require, by law,

that some instruction shall be given regarding the

nature of alcoholic beverages and their effects upon

the human system. There is wide variation, however,

in the state laws. Some of the state statutes specify

in detail what Shall be taught, in what subject matter

area, the amount of time and textbook material. user

state statutes are quite general and leave mueh room

for interpretation by state or local authorities.

There is a lack of information or evidence to

ndioate whether or not there was complianee with the
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law. There is some evidence to indicate that where

instruction was given, coneerning the nature of also.

hallo beverages and their effects upon the human

system, that much dependence was plaeed upon temperance

organisations to supply programs and materials. There

is also some condense to indicate that the materials

and programs prepared by temperance organisations

emphasised rather strongly the principle of total

abstinense from alcoholic beverages and nareoties.

The materials for instruction developed by the temper-

anew societies frequently emphasised the moral issues

involved in the use of alcoholic beverages. In some

oases, the rather obvious motivation was fear. By

describing the harmful and evil effects of overindul-

gence, in alcoholic beverages, it was hoped that the

young people would be encouraged to shoos* abstinence

from alcoholic beverages as the ideal way of life.

In 1943, fun (28, pp. 1-151) published her

"Survey of Alcohol Education in Elementary and High

Schools in the United States." In Part II of her study,

she summarised the legal regulations about alcohol

education in the United States (28, PP. 910'122). When

this present study was undertaken, it was assumed that



several of the state laws might have been repealed or

changed in some way. The present study indicates tha

repeal or revision has occurred in only three of the

states. These three states are Kansas, Ohio and

Oregon

of the state of

repealed a which required teachers

to pass a satisfactory ex on with special refer-

ence to the effect of aleohol.ie stimulants and naroot-

ice upon the human system. Also repealed was the

provision made for instructing all pupils in the public

schools about the effects of alcohol and nareotios

upon the human system, The legislature did not, how

ever, repeal the provision of the school law which

requires observation of Prances Willard pay

(11, p. 2294):

781. Prances Willard day
September 28, or the school day
year hereafter nearest to said
shall be set apart and designated as
'Frances Willard day,' and, in every
public 'Wheel in the state of Kansas,
one quarter of the school day shall be
set apart for instruction and appro-
priate exercises relative to the
history and benefits of the prehibi*
tory laws of the state of Kansas. It
shall be the duty of all state, county,
city, and school district °Moors, and
of all publio"sehool teachers in the
state, to carry out the provisions of
this sot.
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In view of the fact that Kansas repealed the state

prOhibition law in 1947, it seems doubtful whether or

not this provision of the law, requiring observance of

Prances Willard day, is in effect.

The general assembly of the stato of Ohio

repealed all existing legislation which required

instruction about the nature of alcoholic beverages

and their effects upon the human system. A new act

was passed by the general asselibly and signed by the

governor in 1943 (23, P. 475). It reads as follows:

Hoards of Udueation of county, exempted
village, and city school districts *hall
prescribe a graded course of study for
all schools under their control, subject
to the approval of the superintendent of
public instruction* in such graded
courses of study there bo included
the study of the following eubJestel
Health and physleal education including
the harmful effects of narcotics and
aledholio beverages; first aid, safety,
and fire prevention; the history of the
United States and the State of Ohio;
the language arts, including reading
and spelling, oral and written English
and literature; mathematics; natural
solenees, including must. (both venal
and instrumental)* Elr,,T7 RIP Ef4nell

in the requirements for
any ourrioulum,an Unit

Lean history and government.

In 1951, the legislature of the state of Oregon

repealed the statutes providing for instruction in

public schools about the effects of alcoholic
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beverages and narcaties upon th+e human system. In

place of the former statutes, a seation of the school

law dealing with health and physical education contains

the directive that health education shoald be planned

to give instruction about the attests of slecholie

beverages and narcotics upon the human system

(24, pp l 72) This section reads as follows:

The health instruction program
shall be planned to give instruction
in personal hygiene, ocmonnity health
and sanitation, oommunleable diseases,
nutrition, mental health, safety
education, first aid, °holes and use
of health services and health practices,
structure and functioning of the human
body, physiological effects of exercise
and the effects of elm:Wale beverages
and narcotics upon the human system

Subject Matter Specifications Table I

Table I is an analysis of the subject matter

speoified in the state laws which relates to alcohol

education. This table presents, in condensed form,

the directives contained in the various statutes

concerning what shall be taught. The majority of the

laws state thRt instruction shall be given about the

nature of alcoholic beverages. The statutes of

forty-one states, Alaska, the District of Columbia,



a pros i co of fora otia state speelf

ically that instruction eoneerning the nature of

alcoholic beverages shall be taught in the public

schools. The law of Minnesota is unique in that ths

phrase the naturs of alcOholic beverages," is not

used. The iraplia.tic n, however, is that instruction

should be a,iven about the nature of aloft-0110

beverages, (r P. 124)

The state departnont of education is
authorised and diroctod to prepare a
course of instruction relating to the
offsets of alcohol upon the human
system, upon character, and Wen
society. Such coupes of instruction
shall be used in all public schools of
the state.
The law in North Carolina uses t tern

'alcoholisa' rather than the nature of alcohol

beverages (21, pp 445.446):

In addition to health education, which
is now required by law to be given in
all schools supported in whole or in
part by public mow, thorough and
scientific instruction shall be given
in the subject of alcoholism and
narcotism.

The section of the school law of the *tato

ng which deals with instruction *boat alcohol

rcoties is very brief. The section of the law



reads as follows (31, p. 14):

It shall be the duty of the proper
offieers, school trustees, and Boards
of Sdueation to provide for the
instruction of all pupils in oath
public school as to the effects of
alcoholic stimulants and narcotics
upon the human system.

The third column of Table I, The Bffeet of

!booties," indicates the frequency with which a

reference is made to instruction about narcotics in

the state laws. Included in the statutes of forty-

four states, Alaska, District of Columbia, Hawaii and

the provinee of Nova Bootie is the provision that

Instruction shall be given about the nature and

effects of narcotics. Although it Is now generally

held that alcohol Is not a true narcotic, these

statutes frequently use the expression "alcohol and

other narcotics."

The fourth eolu & of b

Stimulants," indicates the states whi

instruction should also be given about t

effects of certain designated stimulants.

states include reference to stimulants in

covering alcohol education. The specific s

or substances containing them are net men ti

of

ifv that

and

irteen

statutes

tualants

lathe



TABLE Z

UBJECT MATTER SPECIF ATI0BS

State

The lature
of

Aleohollo
Beverage,

The
Effeet
of

*treaties

The
Effoot
of

Stimulants

The Effoot
an the
Hunan
System

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connestieut

Delaware

Distriot of

Columbia

Florida

orgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Yes

Aledholima

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tea

Yea

Yes

Yam

Yea

Yes

Yea

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yea

Yen

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

True
*Meta on
body and

land

The

Yes



State

TAB (Continued)

SUBJECT MATTER sPECIPICATION3

The Mature
of

Alodhollo
Beverages

The
Rffect

of
Mareoties

The
Effeet

of
Stimulants

36

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes also
poisonous
substances

Kansas Yes Yes Yes

Kentud) Yes Yee

Louisiana Us Yes The evil
and injur-
loss offsets

Maine Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ma land The Yes Yes

Massachusetts Yes Yes Yes The

Michigan Yes Yes Yes

Minnesota Yes

Mississippi Yes Yes Yes

Missouri Yes Yes Yes The

Montana Yes Yes Yes

Nebraska Yes Yes Yes

Moved* Yes Yes Yos



TABLE I (Cont

SUBJECT )LATTER SPECIFICATIONS

The Nature The
of Effect

Aledhollo of
Beverages Narcotics

37

liaspohire

New Jersey

New Noziee

1 York
North

Carolina

North Dakota

Nova Scotia

Mao

Oklahoma

Oregua

Pommy 'veal&

Rhode Island

Tea

Tee

Tee

Yes Yee

Tee Tee

Toe Tee Yes

Alcoholism Narcotism

Yes

Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes

The

The Yes Tea

Yes Yes

The Yes Yes The

Yes The Yes Yes

South The The Yes
Carolina

South Dakota Yes Yes and Ms
habit

forming
drugs



TAB

T

(Continued)

PECIIPICA 0

or
alooksolle
Beverages

The
et Etleet

of
areotloo $ balm

The Finset
on the
Raman
Systima

Thum see Too

iNazao Teo Teo

Utah Yes Yes

Vern* Teo Yes

Virginia Too Yes

Wash Yes Yes

West Vi Too Too

Wisconsin Too

Wyoming Teo

Teo

Teo

Teo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Teo

Teo



law. Ito (Welt, this refers to the new obsolete that

alcohol is a stimulant, There is ample scientific evi-

dence to indicate that aledhol is on the *outran a

depressant. The effect of alcohol is very math like the

effects of other well...known anesthetise

fifth eolumn of Table I, "The effect on the

Human tam," Indicates that the majority of the state

laws require that instruction be given regarding the

effect of alcohol and narcotics upon the human system.

Probably the people who initiated and framed these

tatutes had in mind the effects upon the Mysiologleal

and psychological functions of the human body, The

laws of forty-three states, Alaska, the District of

Columbia, Hawaii and Nova Scotia contain the specific

directive that instruction shall be given regarding the

effect of alcohol and narcotics on the human 'pitons

The Florida school laws of 1948 contain the phrase

the true effects of all alcoholic and 1:n0 /eating

liquors and beverages and narcotics upon the human body

and mind," (8, p. 113).

The Iowa statute has an additional qualification.

oisons are included along with aledhelic stimulants

and nareotics. This section of the law reads as
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follows (10, pp.

The board shall require all teachers to
give and all scholars to receive instrue-
tion in physiology and hygiene, which
study in every division of the subject
shall include the effects upon the human
system of aloeholle stimulants, narcotics
and poisonous substances. The instrustion
in this branch 'hall of its kind be as
direct and spesifie as that given in other
essential branshes, and each scholar shall
be required to (templets the part of such
study in his class or before being
advanoed to the next r, and before
being oredited with hav ooapleted the
study of the subject.

The statutes of the state of Louisiana contain

an additional qualification regarding instruction on

the use of alcohol and nareotics. The section of the

law reads as follows (12 pp. 1-4):

The state board of education shall elude
in the ourrieulum of all public sehoole
of this state a course of study on the
evil and injurious effects an the human
system of the use of alcdhol and narcotics.

The majority of the legal statutes specified are

similar in the provisions regarding instruction about

the nature of alcoholic beverages, narcotics and their

offsets upon the human system. Only a minority of these

legal provisions require instruction about the nature

and effect of certain designated stimulants. It seems

prObable that many of the state laws wore either exact



replicas or were

in other states

Alcohol Educ

Table II

41

nation enacted

imam

Table II, Place of Alcohol tdusati on in the

leulanoll deals with the ages and the grade levels at

h alcohol education shall be given. There is a wide

variation in the legal specifications as to the grades

in which such instruction shall be prov ded in the

currioulani The Laws of forty states, Alaska, the

District of Columbia, Hawaii and lava Scotia specify

that all students shall receive instruction about

alcohol. Fifteen state laws specifieally state that

instruction about aledhol shall be given in the elemen-

tary grades. The laws of Indiana and Kentusky contain

the provision that instruction about alcohol shall be

given in grades 4 to 10 inclusive. The law of Louisiana

specifies that such instruction shall be given above the

seventh grade. The statute of Mississippi provides that

instruction about alcohol shall be given above the seeend

rade. The laws of Connecticut provide for alcohol

instruction above the third grade. The statute of the



York epee es that education shall

ded in grades 1 to 9 inclusive.

17 seven state laws &poetry that alcohol educate

11 be offered in the high sehools. This is

ing in view of the prevalent *gam among many

that the best place in the currieulun for

ucation would be at the high sehoel level.
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TABLE XI

ALCOKOi. EWCTIOi4 IN Tie; CUHAICULUM

State
All Niemen
3tu- tary High Other Additional

dents Grades School Schools Requirements

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Yes

Yee

The

Arkansas The The

California The

Colorado lea

Connettieut Above
third
grade

Yee

Yee

Delaware The Yes Yes

Stoat*
Colleges

Report to
Governor or
State Super-
intendant of
Education

Where health
and hygiene
are taught,
required for
promotion

Required for
promotion

Tea All Glasses
College
No
a

Teachers Meet on
Colleges health

character
and

eitisenship



TABLE II (Cant

OF ALCOHOL EDUCATION T CURR

District
Golusibie

Florida Yee

Georgia lee

'Aswan Yee

Idaho Yee

Illinois Iss Yee

Yes 4.40

inclusive

Military
and Revel
Academies:
all Indian
and colored
schools in
United
States
territory

Required for
promotion
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I (Continued)

of EDUCATIA IN THE

State

Hentucaci

dents
High

s School

Yes
grades
inclusive

Louisiana Yes above
7

grade

Maine Yes

Maryland Yes

Massachusetts Yes

Michigan Yes

Minnesota Yes

Mississippi Yes above Yes
2

grade

Missouri Yes

Montana Yes

Nebraska Yes

Nevada Yes

New Yes
Haupshire

I Op
eollegeis
and

sodomise



(Continued)

0L UC TION IN THE CURRICULUM

All /amen
Stu- tart' Aigh Other

dents Oradea School Schools arts

ersei Yes

New Mexico Yes

ow York Yes Oradea
1.9

inclusive

North Yes
Carolina

North Dakota Yes Yes

Nova Scotia Yes Yes

Ohio Yes

Oklahoma Yes

Oregon Yes

Pennsylvania Yes Yes Yes

Rhode Yes Yes Yes
Island

South Yes Yes Yes
Carolina

Reform
schools

Reform Required far
schools promotion

Rs

Only in
health
classes



TAMA I Cant

OF ALCOHO,.. XDUCATION IN TIM CURRICULUM

All
Stu* taw

dents Grades
High Other Additional
&shoal Sehools Requirements

S011 D

Texas

tett yes

Versant

VI inia

waahlasto

West
Vir

Wiseonsin

Tee

Yes

yes

Tee
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Instruction about Alcohol in connection with

Subject Natter - Table III

The legal requirements of most states specify that

instruction about alcohol shall be given in connection

with certain subject matter. In Table III, "Instruction

about Alcohol in connection with Subject Natter, will be

found the subject matter areas which are specified by

the various state, federal and provincial laws. Since

physiology and hygiene were usually taught in the

elementary school at the time these laws were enacted,

the preference is to specify that instruction about

alcohol shall be given in sonnection with this subject

matter area. Thirty-one states, Alaska, District of

Columbia, Hawaii and the province of Nova Scotia spool!

/*ally state that instruction about alcohol shall be

given in connection with physiology and hygiene. Four

states specify that instruction about alcohol shall be

included in health instruction. Only one state law,

that of Arizona, states that instruction about alcohol and

narcotics may be oombined with science. Section I of this
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TABLE III ntinued)

TION ABOUT ALCOHOL IN CON ON

WITH SUBJECT MATTER

Selene* Health

Physiology
and

Hygiene

Hampshire

Mexico

New York

Nova Scotia

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Vermont

Virginia

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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TABLE III (Continued

INSTRUCTION ABOUT ALCOHOL IN CONUCTION

W ITH SUBJKCT MATTER

Solon Smith

Physiology
and Sooial

Raisin Studies

61

Yes

Yes



states (2, p. 163):

instruction on alcohol and narcotics:
(a) Instruction on the nature of
alcohol and narcotics, and their 'fleets
upon the human system, shall be included
in the courses of study in grade and high
schools. The instruction may be combined
with health, science, citizenship or
similar studies.
(b) The state board of education may
arrange for carrying out the provisions
of this act by lecture or educational
films.

Only the laws of two states, Alabama and Arizona,

specify that instruction about alcohol may be given in

connection with social studies. The present consensus

among educators is directed toward including instruction

in subject matter areas of the curriculum which are most

logically related to certain aspects of the alcohol

problem. These would include health, social studies,

science, driver training, homemaking and guidance.

Special Requirements with Respect to Teaching Table IV

Frequently the state law includes a special direc-

tly regarding how alcohol instruction shall be given.

In the second column of Table IV Special Requirements

with Respect to Teaching," will be found a brief statement

from the laws of those states which indicate how informa-

tion about alcohol and narcotics shall be taught.

Fifteen state laws and the federal law governing Alaska,



Dietr ct of Columbia and Hawaii contain specific state

mints concerning how information about alcohol and

narcotics shall be taught. Although these differ some

what, the inplication in each case is that instruction

about alcohol and narcotics should be given as thoroughly

as any other subject la taught.

In the third column of Table IV cial Require

meats with Respect to Teaching," will be found a brief

statement from the state laws which specify special

courses of study or materials that shall be provided for

alcohol and narcotic education. Fifteen of the state

laws and the law of the province of Nova Scotia contain

these specific recommendations or requirements. As

indicated in the table, there is a lack of uniformity

among the states with respect to texts and courses of

study or materials required for instruction. In the

fourth column will be, found excerpts Prom the laws of

nine states, Alaska, District of Columbia, Hawaii and

Nova Scotia which contain these additional provisions of

the law. Some specify that textbooks must contain suit

able material for instruction about alcohol and narcotics.

Other laws specify who shall be responsible for providing

the program and materials for instruction about alcohol

and narcotics.



TABLE IV

U VA' TS vfITH HE T TO TEACHING

State

Additional
3peoial Course Requirements
of study or or Provisions
Materials of the law

Alabama As any other Units and
subject curriculum

materials

Arkansas Adequate
time to
tough
efficiently

Colorado As thorough
ly as any
other
required
branch

Connecticut Textbooks
*boys 5th
grade

District of Same manner Proper officials
as other in control of
subjects sebools

ColuMbia

Florida

Georgia

Teach
efficiently
and faith
fully

As thorough
22, and in
same manner
as other
branches

Instructional
personnel

County boards of
education



TABLE V C Oontin

' TS WITH HESPHOT TO TBACHISO

State

Additional
Special urs Requirements
of study or or Provisions
Materials of the law

Indiana

Kontueky

Louisiana

Miehigan

Minnesota

In a regular
branch oath

tire
Yes

branohs

411

0
pogos in
high school
text

As direct and Must be
spesitio as included in
any other textbooks
subject

One hour
each torn

As thoroughly
as any other

sUbjsct

Material to
be *caplet'

Course of
study to be
devolopod

Trustees of
sehoel
district
education
director
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LE IV (Contin

Now
Taught

T TO ?BAWLING

Special 0
of study or
Natorials

Additional
regents

talons
w

Mississippi

Now Jorsoy

York

North
Carolina

Oregon

rough
other

branch's

As thorough
ly as other
branohos

As tho
ly as e
branches

ed
b

must be
adequate

Toasher aids

Pull and *do
gusts trosts
neat

Text required
if other
subjects
require torts

Above 3rd
grads 3
lessons
weekly for
10 weeks

Sciontifio
textbook
Give sings
complete
detailed
information

Board of
direotors of
all school
districts
shall provide
Program



TOLE IV (Continued)

CT CHING

S tato
How

Taught

South Carolina As thoroughly Texts If
as any other ,other *ours
branch require then

South Dakota As
arithmetic
and
googrephy

west

VI main Daily for
1/2 school
year in 6
7 8 grades
one semester
in sash high
school
course

All oduoa-
onal

Institutions
supported
wholly or in
part by
taxation

Textbook must
have material

Texts where Textbooks
other courses must have
require than material

Course of
study

Textbooks in
health hygions
biology and
social seisms
must contain
Information



Table V

Table V contains an analysis and summary of the

state laws which require observance of a special day or

portion of a day in oommemoration of Frances Willard.

Eight state laws specifically designate the day as

"Frances Willard day." Seven states use the designation

"Temperance day." In the third column of Table V, "Date

and Time," is indicated the amount of time which shall be

devoted to the program honoring Frances Willard or

temperance. Although there is some variation among the

state laws in regard to the date and the amount of time

September 28 appears to be the most popular date. The

amount of time specified in the law for the program varies

from one hour to one full day. Probably the people who

framed the laws consulted the school authorities and were

willing to write into the law whatever amount of time was

suggested by the school officials. The fourth oclumn of

Table V, "Nature of Program," contains excerpts from the

state laws concerning the nature of the program that

should be offered an Frances Willard or temperance day.

Here again is eonsiderable variation in the wording of

the several state laws. Usually the directive in the law

centers around the history and benefits derived from
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State

Alabama

Kansas

Name of day
Nature of

and Time Program

Temperance 1 day each Printing a
Day term program

cos Sept, 28 or History and
rd school day bensfits of

nearest prohibition in
1/4 school Kansas

day

Minnesota Prances Sept. 2$ Life
Willard Day 11/2 hours ciples and

ideas of
Frances
Willard

Missouri Frances Sept. 28
Willard Day 1/4 day

Nevada Frances Sept. 28
12 day

History and
benefits of
prohibition

History and
benefits of
prohibition

North Temperance 4th Friday Evils of
Carolina or Law and in intomperanoe

Order Day January State:
Superintendent
to furnisiks
programs Paid
for out of
state funds

North Dakota Temperance 3rd Friday History and
Day in benefits of

January prohibition
1 hour



TAMA V (Continued

Das

Friday rest Mistory of
January tomperanse
1 hour movements

Value of
tomperaneo
programs Pro
pared by
State
auporintend t
of Inetrustion

Prawn 4th Friday
Willard Oot4bor

InstrustIon is
life and
Prinolples of
Frames Willer*

Buiteble pro.
gram to beach
evils of
intomperanoe

2,1
t. 26 Instruction in
day patriotImm

history and
benefits of
probibltion
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T aI3i V (continued)

5,21111.14 DAX4

Nature of
Name of day Date and Time Program

61

Ushington Temperance January 16
and Good
Citizenship

Day

Program ropre
canting
advantages of
temperances
effect of
alcohol and
narcotics on
body: respect
for laws
Program must
be published
in Educational
Journal of
*tato

Wisoonsin France* Sept. 28 Life
Willard Day 1-1/2 hours principles

and ideals of
Frames
Willard



prohibition.

sions concerning t

offered on Frans**

contain pe ial provi-

urc of the program that should be

lard day or temperance day.

ties for Neglect or Failure to Teaeh

or to Conform to Law - Ttble VI

In order to insure compliance with the law,

ties are frequently provided. In the case of state

laws directed toward the teaching about alcohol and nar-

Gotta., nineteen state laws provide penalties for neglect

or failure to teach as required by law. Alaska, District

of Columbia and Hawaii are covered by federal statute of

which also provides for removal from office of the

teacher, superintendent or official who fails to Observe

the law Wine of the state laws and the federal statute

refer to the teacher as the one responsible for complying

with the law. Hight statutes refer rather vaguely to any

school official. The Alabama law refers to all schools

and the appropriate penalty to comply with the law is

withholding funds. The West Virginia law refers to any

person who may be responsible for the failure or neglect

to conform to the law. The penalty is rather interesting.
It provides for the assessment of a $10 fine for each

offense and the loss of position.
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TABLE VI

PENALTIES FOR NEGLECT OR FAILURE

TO TEACH OR TO CONPORN TO LAW

0 Penalty

Alabama

Arkansas

Colorado

All schools

Teacher or school
official

Teacher or
official

Connecticut District

District of
ColuMbla

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kentucky

Louisiana

New Hampahl

New Jersey

New Mexico

Officer
director
superintendent or
teacher

School official

Teacher

Teacher

Superintendent
principal or
teacher

Superintendent
or board member

Board member

School district

Official or
teacher

old

$26-500 fine
misdemeanor

Removal from office

Funds withheld

Removal from office

46-26 tine

License revoked

No penalty specified

Contract revoked

1 from *Moe

$200 fine

No appropriation

Removal from off ice
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TABLE VI (Continued)

PENALTIES FOR NEGLECT OR FAILURE

TEACH OR TO CONFORM TO LAW

State Refer to Penalty

York

Korth Caron

North Dakota

South Carolina

South Dakota

Washington

Teacher o

Teacher or
officio

Teacher

school License revoked
funds refused

School official

School officers

School Board
Teacher
County
Superintendent

West Virginia Any person

Dismissal

Notify state
superintendent

Removal

Funds withheld

Funds withheld
Salary withheld-
$100 fine

$10 tine for each
offense and loss of
position
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Three state laws specifically refer to the superin-

tendent of schools as the person who is responsible for

lying with the law. The law of the state of Washington

only refers to the teacher and county sehool superin

tendent but includes the members of the school board Jew

Xampthire also places the responsibility for compliance

with the law upon the members of the school board.

Although the penalties vary considerably, the most

an one is that of withholding funds. Six state laws

provide for withholding or refusing funds to the district

where the violation has occurred. Four state laws and the

federal statute provide for removal from office of the

person responsible for failure or neglect to teach about

alcohol and narcotics as required by Five state laws

provide that fines may be levied against those responsible

for violation of the law. The tines *waned in the laws

range from a minimum of 45 in the state law of Illinois to

a possible maximum tine of $500 in the state of Arkansas.

Probably the people who were responsible for the

option and passage of state laws believed that pe

would encourage compliance with the law. A very

interesting study could be directed toward ascertaining

whether or not penalties specified in the several states

and federal laws have ever been assessed.
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Prior to 1943, the ahio statute provided for a 06

fine for each violation of the law by any sdhool official

statute was repealed in its entirety by the legis-

lative assembly of 1943, The present law does not provide

a penalty for failure to teach about alcohol and narcotics.

In Oregon, the law requiring instruction about

alcohol and nervation was repealed in 1961, The former

Oregon statute, requiring instruction about alcohol and

narcotics, provided severe penalties for violations. In

the case of the failure of a teacher to comply with the

law, the last month's salary was withheld, In the ease of

the school district that failed to comply with the law,

state funds could be withheld. The present law in the

state of Oregon requires that instruction about alcohol

and narcotics shall be Oven in connection with health and

Physical education. There is no penalty for failure or

neglect to teach about alcohol and narcotics provided in

the law.

Kansas, Oregon have repealed or modified

their state laws requiring instruction about alcohol and

narcotics. Perhaps this indicates a trend in the direc-

tion of repeal or modification of other similar state

vs. At the present time, this cannot be predicted

th any degree of **earthily, The next decade should
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demonstrate whether or not this trend will inue.

There is a Consensus among informed educators that the

development of educational programs about alcohol and nar

cotice will *ore as a result of the efforts of teaohers

and school administrators to develop a curriculum which

will moot the mods of young people in our democratic

society. Specific direetions for teaching about alcohol

and narcotics and penalties for failure to *amply with

these laws have not been very effective in the past

goal of temperance education has not been achieved by

legislation. The best approach to the problem of instruc

tion about alcohol and narcotics may be developed by the

educators themselves without the compulsion of law.

A new approach to the problem of providing instruc-

tion about alcohol and narcotics in the public schools is

illustrated by the recent passage of an act in the state

of Alabama is act, passed by the legislature of the

state of Alabama in 1949, contains the following

provision (1, PP. 11S-114):

Section 2, Purposes The funds allocated
under the provisions of this Act shall be
used for the purpose of creating and
maintaining State educational research
services: a) for the development and pro-
duotion and procurement of curriculum
materials and units of instruction on the
scientific fact, in regard to the influence
and effect of alcohol on human health and
behavior and on social and economic
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conditions, including suggested methods
of instruct on of ways of working with
boys and girls and young people in the
various age groups and grade levels of
the public elementary and secondary
schools of the Stets, as aids to class-
room teachers and others responsible for
the conduct of the educational program
in the public schools; b) for the
publication, procurement and dissemination
of curriculum materials, units of instruc-
tion and suggested methods of instruction
relating to the influence and effect of
alcohol an human health and behavior and
on social and economic conditions, for
the school teachers and educational
officials in the various local public
school systems of the State, the State
Department of Education, and the various
educational institutions of the State
which are engaged in the education and
training of teachers; and c) for cooper-
ative work, by and between the State
educational research service and the
public school systems of the State, the
State Department of Education and the
educational institutions of die State
which are engaged in the education and
training of teachers, through conferences,
study groups, demonstrations of methods
and materials of instruction, and other
means

Section 3, Board of Education
to Employ Specialists and/or contract for
the Services alists:--Th* State
Board of Education is authorized to
expend such amounts as may be necessary
of the moneys allocated to it under the
provisions of this Act for the employment
of a *pastelist or specialists and/or
contract for the services of specialists
in research and in development and pro
duction of ourrieulum materials and units
of instruction on the scientific facts in
regard to the influence of alcohol on
human health and behavior and on social
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and economic conditions, :' ncludang methods
of instruction, for the employment of
secretarial and clerical assistants and
other office expenses, for expenses of
conferences, study groups, and demonstra-
tions, and for all other expenses necessary
in carrying out the purposes of this Act.

Section 4. Instructional Material and
Methods:-.4he State Board of Education
shall make available uniformly to the
public *shoals of the State, and the
educational institutions of the State
engaged in edueation and training of
teachers the curriculum materials, the
units of instruetion, and the suggested
methods of instruction which are developed
under the provisions of this Aot.
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III

MATER AND SERVICES DEVELOPED BY

STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

There has been a marked trend since the repeal of

prohibition in 1933 for states, territories, and the

provinces of Canada to show an increased interest and

concern regarding alcohol and narcotic education in the

public schools. There is a definite tendency in ourric"

ulum planning toward unification of fields of instruction.

This is based on the idea that the learning process is an

experience of the total personality. To some dogma,

instruction about alcohol and narcotics has not par-

alleled the developments in other fields of instruction

In Table VII, "State Supervisors of Alcohol

on McCarthy (1S, p. 500) has found that six

Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Oregon, South

and Vermont employ full time supervisors of

alcohol and narcotic education, In Ohio, a supervisor is

assigned half time to health and narcotic education. In

Rowan County, North Carolina, the Alcoholic Beverage

Control Board employs two full time education special-
ists. In New York, the Committee for Education on
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Alcoholism employe two full timetip people who work for the

county volunteer health agency. In Montana, the State

Board of Health employs a consultant for narcotic educa-

tion on a half time basis.

McCarthy (15, p. 499) points out in his rem%

study:

sore of alcohol
instruction ualified by training
and experience to discharge their
responsibilities. All, as of 1952,
have attended the Yale Summer School
of Alcohol Studies. Because they are
engaged full time, they have an
opportunity to devote their entire
efforts to alcohol instruction in
contrast to supervisors in other states
who have more diversified responsibilities.

The state supervisors have been active in preparing

materials for the use of both teachers and stadents.

They often work with teacher committees to assist in

organising units of work. In some cases, supervisors

not as consultants to teacher training institutions.

In one state, Oregon, the principal activity is in

the instruction of teachers about alcohol. Integration

of subject matter about alcohol and narcotics in various

subject matter fields is encouraged

A review of textbooks and supplementary materials

for alcohol and narcotic education is often assigned to

pervisor responsible for this area of instruction,



TABLE VII

STATE SUPERVISORS OP ALCOHOL EDUCATIOX

Title of
Position

No, of
Pull-Time

seises

Alabama

Florida

V

Temperance
Education
Supervisor

Consultant in
Alochol and
Sarcotio Ed-
ucation

action

ippi Supervisor of Eduostion
Barcoties Id
motion

reline Supervisor of
Alcohol Jane*
tiara

Supervisor Education lit
Health and
Narootios Ed
morale&

Assistant Pro -
fessor, feral
Extension Divi-
sion, State
System of Higher
Edusation

Supervisor of
Alcohol

ucation
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STA

(Continued)

ORS OF ALCONOL EDUCATION

Title of
Position

North Caro
Rowan County

on A

Montana

Director, Dom Alooho
partment of Contre
Education Board

New Exeoutivo
ttca Seorsotas7

atian
County
volunteer
Health
Advnel

Narcotic State Board
Education of health
Consultant
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In the survey conducted by McCarthy (16, p. 502), he

found the most c n barriers to progress in the work of

supervisors were first, the lack of training and back-

ground of teachers; seoond, the lack of adequate

materials for instruction; and third, the need for pre

service and in-service training for teachers.

In Table VIII, "Source of PUnds," McCarthy

(15, p. 501) summarizes the source of appropriations

which have been made for alcohol and narcotic education.

Florida, Mississippi, Ohio and South Carolina

appropriate funds sufficient only to meet salaries.

Appropriations within the other states include funds for

salaries, printing of pamphlets, purchase of special

materials and scholarships to schools of alcohol studies.

For these purposes, the annual appropriation in Alabama

is $25,000; Oregon, $20,000; Vermont, $10,000; and

Rowan County, North Carolina, $12,000* The particular

source of these funds varies considerably In Alabama

and Florida, funds are provided by a special legislative

appropriation to the department of education budget.

In Mississippi and Ohio, the appropriations are included

in the regular department of education budget. In South

Carolina, the appropriation for alcohol education was

not allowed for 1962-63 In Oregon, a special grant of
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TABU VIII

SOURCE OF FUNDS

Source of Funds

Alabama

Florida

Mississippi

Department of Education budget, special
legislative appropriation

Dopartment of Education budget, special
legislative appropriation

Department of Education budget

South Carolina Department of Education budget
appropriation l9112-53 not voted

Ohio Department of Education budget

Oregon Special grant of Oregon Alcohol
Education Commission
a division of the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board

Vermont Department of Education budget, special
grant from State Liquor Control Board

North Carol County Alooholic Beverage Control Board
Rowan County

Western New York C
Committee for
Education on
Alcoholism

Montana

Chest

Board of
ion divis
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funds from the Oregon Alcohol Education Committee, a

division of the Oregon Liquor Control Commission, is made

to the Oregon State System of Higher Education. In

Vermont, a special grant of money is made from the state

liquor control board to the state department of education.

In North Carolina, Rowan County receives a special appro-

priation for educational work from the County Alcoholic

Beverage Control Board. In estern New York, the Com-

mittee for Education on Alcoholism receives a grant of

money from the Community Chest. The State Board of Health

of Montana includes an educational division. The State

Board of Health provides funds for salary and expenses to

employ a half-time consultant.

The Canadian provinces were not included in t

study by McCarthy. In 1947, the legislative assembly of

the province of British Columbia passed a government

liquor amendment sot (6, p. 5). This act provided for

the establishment of a division of alcohol education

within the department of education of the province.

Funds were appropriated by the legislative assembly and

two assistant superintendents of education were assigned

the task of preparing curriculum materials for alcohol

education to be used in the public schools of the

province.



In Table IX, "Publications for Alcohol Education

Prepared by State Departments of Education are listed

the publications prepared by state departments of educe

tion for instruction about alcohol and narcotics. In

twenty states, the state departments of education have

published special materials for alcohol and narcotic

education. The majority of these publications are the

result of committee study and action under the direction

of superintendents or supervisors. The more recent

publications may be obtained from the state superintend-

ent of public instruction in each state. In all but a

few cases, copies will be provided upon request, free

of charge. Copies of the two publications prepared by

the department of education of British Columbia may be

obtained at a cost of 42.60. The pamphlet recently

published by the state department of education of

Kansas may be obtained for twenty-five cents.

These publications vary considerably in ccsspgs

Some of the bulletins include a statement of general and

specific objectives for alcohol and narcotie education.

early all contain suggestions to the teachers regarding

subject in

employed in

tion, grade placement and methods to be

ching about alcohol and narcotics.
Several of the most resent publications contain
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TABLE IX

PUBLICATIONS FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION

PREPARED BY STATE WTARTUENTS OF EDUCATION

Year
State Published Title of Publication

Alabama 1951 Alcohol and Traffic Acoidonts

Building Wholesome Personalities

Effects of Alcohol on Peoples
a Biologq Unit

Of Cats and People

Our Alcohol Problem

Relation of Alcohol to Social
Problems

British 1949 Alcohol Education: Subject
Columbia Integration in Grades 7 to 12

Manual of Reference for
Alcohol Education

Connecticut 1949 Suggested Approach to Alcohol
Education in Connecticut
Schools: A Guide to Action
Bulletin No, 44

Delaware Good Health to Tout A Guide
for Alcohol, Stimulants and
Narcotic Education
Bulletin 79-48
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TABLE IX (Continued)

PUBLICATIONS FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION

STATE DEPARTMENTS UCATION

State

Florida

Year
Pt* lished Title of Pub eation

1941 Suggestions for Teaching the
Actions and Effects of Alcohol
and Other Narcotics

1948 Materials in the Florida State
Adopted Textbooks and in
Selected Supplementary Books
Pertaining to the Field of
Alcohol and Nareeties Education
with Suggested Teaching Aids
Bulletin 4 C (revised)

Suggestions for Instruction
Concerning Narcotics and
Stimulants
Bulletin A-8 (revised)

1948 A Course of Study on Effects
of Alcoholic Beverages
Tobacco Sedatives and Narcotics
Upon the Human Body
Bulletin No, 201

Kansas 1951, Approaches to Alcohol Education

Maine 1936 The Science of Living: A
Soaiallsed Temperance
Currioulum

Mani *a 1932 A Manual of Alcohol Studies for
Schools



TABLE IX (Oontinu

PUBLICATIONS FOR AiLOHOL Ei U ATION

ARIZ BY STATE DEPARTgENTS OF EDUCATION

Year
State Published Title of Publication

Massachusetts 1953 The Effects of Alcohol Stimu
lents and Narcotics Upon the
human Body

Michigan 1941 Alcohol Science Adults:
A Bulletin for use by Adult
Groups
Bulletin Noe 317

Minnesota 1934 The Effects of Alcohol cn the
Human Body Character and Society
Bulletin No, C-9

Mississippi 1948 The Relation of Alcoholic Bever-
ages to the Development of
Hsalthy Individuals

Montana

1950 Alcoholism an Unsolved Health
Problem

1947 Narcotic s :duration
Bulletin No,

1942 Narcotic Educations Courses of
Study for Normal Training
High Schools
Bulletin R-1 (revised)

New Hampshire 1938 Alcohol Tobaoco and Narcotic
Drugs* Program of Studies
Recommended for the Public
Schools of New Hampshire
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TABLE IL (C t

PUBIICATIOW& FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION

PREPARED BY STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

State Title of Publication

Ohio 1947 Alcohol Education for the
Primary Oradea

1961 Alcohol Talks from the
Laboratory

1951 Answers to 4uestions on Drinking
Asked by Ohio High School
Pupils (revised)

1951 Marijuana Leaf a Compound
(re/rim!)

Ontario 1968 A Toaoher's Manual for Alcohol
Education

Oregon 1932 Tobacco Alcohol and Other
Narcotics: A Manual for Oregon
Teachers.

Utah 1961 Suggestions for Teaching the
Effects of Alcohol Tobacco and
Other Narcotic Drugs

Vermont 1962 Alcohol Education in Vermont
Supplementary Report No. 62-13



considerable subjoot matter about alcohol and naroot

Among these are the publications of Alabama, British

Columbia, Delaware, Florida, Manitoba Mississippi and

Utah.

Other bulletins published by tato departments

of education provide outlines or suggested units in

alcohol and narcotic education which may be used by

teacher. Illustrations of this type of publication are

those prepared by Alabama, British Columbia, Connecticut,

Delaware, Florida, Manitoba, Mississippi, Montana, Now

Hampshire, Ontario and. Utah.

Nearly all of these publications contain selected

bibliographies. in some oases books, pamphlets and

periodicals relating to alcohol and narcotics are listed.

Some of the publications also provide in the bibliography

films, film strips, slides and charts about alcohol and

narcotics which are available. A bibliography is an

essential part of the publications produced by the state

departments of education in British Columbia, Delaware,

Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Manitoba Mississippi, New

Hampshire, Ontario and Utah.

The recent preparation and publication materials

for alcohol education by the various state departments of

education indicate clearly the need by teachers for



pliable info

education.

continue for the

in the field ofcwt alcohe l and nareotic

is clearly marked and will probably

decade. The printed bulletin or

pamphlet for alcohol education supplies the teacher with

necessary information, suggested approaches for teaching

and sourees of other publications and materials. In

addition to providing the teacher with usable materials,

there is the advantage of teacher participation in the

study and planning of the bulletin or publication. An

cal part in the development of programs of alcohol

o io education is the development of inters t

teachers. Teachers, general, will not use

ale provided by the state departments of edu-

unless they have had a real rt in the study,

planning and preparation of the manuals, units and other

publications.

In some of the states and pr

solution has been found to be that

a practical

materials

lished by other state departments of education. Since

the people of each state and province are unique in many

ways, the best results will probably be Obtained

developing units, outlines and manuals pertioular]7

designed for their own use.
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CHAPTER IV

HAAS OF INSTRUCTIt N ABOUT ALCOHOL PROVIDED

BY INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING

In view of the tact that all of the states and two

of the Canadian provinces have legal requirements pro-

viding for instruction by the classroom teacher regarding

the effects of alcohol and narcotics upon the human

system, it seemed pertinent to inquire into the prov

Ilion* made for teacher training in universities, colleges

and teachers' colleges. Since these requirements, in

most cases, have been in effect for many years, it might

be assumed that the various institutions of higher

learning would have provided an opportunity for the

future teacher to become familiar with the scientific

information available concerning the effect of alcohol

and narcotics upon the human system.

In order to determine whether or not instruction

about alcohol and narcotics was being offered by insti-

tutions which train teachers, a personal letter of

inquiry was addressed to either the president of the

institution or the dean of the school of education in

288 universities, colleges and teachers' colleges during

the fall of 1951 The institutions selected were

located in every state in the Union, Hawaii Alaska,



and the Canadian provinces. In every case

enrollment of the institution was in excess of 300

students In these letters of inquir,, the following

specific questions were asked:

1. Does your institution offer a course
concerning the use and effects of
beverage alcohol?

If your institution offers a special
course about alcohol, what is the
content of the course and in what
department is it offered?

If your institution does not offer a
separate course, are there any courses
which include material concerning the
use and effect of beverage alcohol?

The 208 replies, resolved from the 286 institu

ions, represented a response of 71.9 percent. The

responses to the letters varied considerably, In nearly

every ease, the president, dean or head of department

included an explanatory statement in regard to instrue

tion about alcohol and narcotics. Since in some oases,

these remarks were significant in revealing the nature

and degree of instruction offered about alcohol and

narcotics, they are included in Table X

Table X, "Alcohol Education Instruction offered

by Colleges, Universities and Teachers Colleges," lists

the names and locations of the responding institutions

and indicates whether or not any instruction about



ale given to students. In the

seecnd column is indicated whether or not the institution

offers a separate course about alcohol and narcotics,

Of the 206 replies received, 13 or 6.3 percent indicated

that a separate course is offered in alcohol education

and 41 or 20 percent of the respondents stated that some

instruction was offered in other existing courses. In

the latter category, there was wide variation in the

remarks concerning the place of this instruction and the

time allotted to it.

Combining the first and second categories

rcent of the 206 institutions which replied, indicated

that some instruction was being offered to students and

particularly to those intending to teach. Nearly three

fourths of the institutions, or 73,7 percent apparently

offered no instruction about the effects of alcohol and

narcotics upon the human system, or did they indicate

that any instruction was being given to future teachers

about the methods or procedures to be used in giving

instruction about the effects of alcohol and narcotics

upon the human body.

This seems strange in light of the legal

gents imposed upon teachers in all of the states.

haps the reason for reluctance on the part of



teachers to give instruction in the classroom is

feeling of incompetence and a leek of scientific

information regarding the offsets of alcohol and narcotics

upon the human, system. There is a general agreement among

educators and others in the field of alcohol and narcotic

education that the greatest problem today is the lack of

competent teachers to present information adequately

about alcohol and narcotics.

The lack of trained and competent teachers cannot

be overcome completely until universities, colleges and

teachers' colleges, which train teachers for the future,

are willing to assume their responsibility and provide

adequate instruction about alcohol and narcotics as part

of tae proper training of teachers.

Summer Schools of Alcohol Studies.

During the last ars, there has been a decided

rend develop in the establishment of special summer

schools or workshops devoted to instruction about the

effects of alcohol on the human system. The first major

educational institution of higher learning to offer such

a summer school was Yale University, The Yale Summer

School of Alcohol Studies held its first session during

the summer of 1943 The program oovered a period of



TABLE X

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Alabama

State Tea
Colle

State Teachers
College, Troy

n
Yes

Nos

RTOmperanco
educations use
and *Mots of
alcohol and
(taus* and
treatment of
alcoholism"

"Credit offered
in education
psychology or
sociology

Nos Pour courses
under extension
programs one
course in summer
session and
three hours
credit in
psychology or
sociology

University No No "Workshop
Alabama, offered with
Birminems State Depart-

ment of
Education
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION

coma= 1 TIME ITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Inatruestion
is offered.

Separate in ex
Course *ours

Arizona

Arizona State
College, Tompe

No

University of No
Arizona, Tucson

Arkansas

Arkansas
Teachers
Conway

State
State

No

Yes

No

"Adequate treat
sent in health
education,
general *clones
zoology, anatomy
and physiology

ftsoossive use
of alcohol is
diacussod in
Physiology,
psychology, and
sociology

"Insoussed in
general biology,
human physiology
and organie
chemistry"



TABLE X (Continued)

ALC03QL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION 0

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

California

Oooidental
College,
Los Angeles

No

No Yes

San Diego State No
Collo
San Diego

San Prencisoo
State College,
San Francisco

San Jose State
College,
San Jose

Yes
&moor
Session
only

Yes

Yes

Topic is covered
in physical
education and
hygi a

"Part of Lie
course in he*
education"

Courses in
health and
hygiene consider
alcohol as one
topic in the
program"

"Course offered
in department of
natural soiense
includes alcohol,
narcotics and
tobacco*
weeks"
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

0
Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

0
versity
Alto

10 Yes
0
national
school hygiene
programs and
froshman hygiene
course:
emphasis on
alcoholism

ratty of No No "A *ours*
oral*, 'Problems in
ley Alcoholism'

offered by
University of
California
Extensions
3 hours credit

University of No No "Incidental
Southern discussion in
California, bioehemistry"
Los Angeles



TA 0

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION 0

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS of

School

Instrmotion
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Colorado

Colorado State
College of
Education,
Greeley

onnectiout

Danbury State
Teachers
College,
Danbury

Teachers
College of
Conneotiout,
New Britain

University of
Connectiout,
Storrs

No

No

No

Yoe

Yes

yes

Yes

"Receives con
siderable
attention in
health, phys-
ical education,
soienoe, social
studies and
education
courses"

"Incorporated
in health
education
program"

"Instruction
offered in
personal
hygiene and
introductory
biology"

"Some time may
be given in
health, Oblys
teal edueatibn
and nutrition



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED SY

COLLEGES. UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLE

School Remarks

Yale University
New Haven

Delaware

University of
Delaware,
Newark

District of
Columbia

American
University

Catholic
University
America

Georgetown
University

George
Washington
University

Yes
Summer
School

No

No

No No

"Intensive four
weeks summer
session offered
by the Depart
sent of Applied.
Physiology: Now
in tenth year"

"Separate course
planned for me
devoted to
alcohol
education
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED 8

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Instruction
Is offered

Separate in existing
Coups* courses

Florida

Florida Stets
University,
Tallahassoe

University
Miami,
Coral Naas.

Oolong,*

"Teo courses 'An
introduction to
health education'
and 'Personal
health problems
deal with the
effects of
alcohol"

Yes "Some treatment
in personal and
public health
required of all
students in the
School of
Educations
Prospective
teachers
ready* some
instruction in
the internship
program"

Yes "Included in
Physiology
peycholosi and
sooiology



ALCOHOL

TABLE X ( t )

UCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

ERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

95

School
aspirate in existing
Course courses

000
Coil.
Collegeboro

Univers
Georgia,
Athens

Hawaii

University of

Honolulu

Idaho

University of
Idaho.
Bosom

Illinois

Bradley
University
Peoria

Loyola
University.
Chicago

No

No

No

No

No

yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

"Ineluded in
biochemistry"

"Included in the
°aurae* "Health-
ful living' and
'Health
Education



LCOH DUCATIO

UNIVERSIT/E

T U TION OWE BY

AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School
Sows
Covers

Instruc
is off.
in exist
courses Remarks

Northern
Illinois State
Toachers Collin**
Do Kalb

hwestorn
cavity*
sten

University of
Chicago*
Chicago

University of
Illinois,
Urbana

Wheaton Co o*
Wheaton

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Toe

"Some informs
tion offered in
biological
science and
health course"

"Leoturos and
factual material
given in health
and physioal
education
courses"

"Considered in
biology, bio-
ohomistry*
physiology,
medicine and
psychiatry"

The subject is
touched upon in
human physiology
and hygiene
courses"



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION O1'PEREI) BY

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

instruc
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses

Ds Pau,
University,
Greencastle

Indiana State
Teachers Callow),
Terre Haut'

Indiana
University,
Bloomington

Purdue
University,
Lafaystts

University of
Notre Dams,
Notre Dams

No

Yes

No

No

No Yes

"The course 'The
Alcohol and
Narcotics
Problem,"
carrying 4 hours
credits offered
each term and
during the
summer session

Jeot is
rutted In ele-
mentary hygiene,
physiology and
other **ism*
courses"



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCAT/OU INSTRUCTION 0

'TIES AND TEACHERS OLLROES

Instruotion
is offered

Separate in existing
Course °aurae*

Iowa

Iowa State
Teachers College,
Cedar Palls

State University No
of Iowa,
Iowa City

Musses

Kansas State
Tethers College,
Emporia

Kansas State
Teaohers College,
Pittsburg

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

"Information
given in health
education.
Three class
periods devoted
to the subject"

Subject is
oovered in
pharmacology,
physiology,
nutrition,
hygiene and
preventive
medicine"
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TAB d)

ALCOHOL ELUCATION IN TIWOTION 0

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Kentucky

i ratty of
ntucky,

Lexington

University of
Louisville,
Louisville

No

No

lantern Kentuoky No
State College,
Bowling Green

0
No

No

No Some medical
sohool courses
deal with the
subjeot.

Tee "Some discussion
of the subject
in biology,
health and
sanitation and
general
physiology*

Yes "One specific
unit deals with
the alcohol
problem in
physical
edueations
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1,17.131Z: X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OF 'RED BY

COLLMS, UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Tulane
University,
New Orleans

Maine

University of
Maine,
Orono

land

Johns Hopkins
University,
Baltimore

Jo

No

Maryland State No
Teachers College,
Bowie

State Teachers
College,
Saliibury

State Teachers
College,
Towson

University of
Maryland,
College Park

No "Some aonsidera
tion in the
course on social
disorganization*

No

No No Maybe reform!' to
in sociology and
health education
classes*

No No "To some extent in
health education"

No No "Doubtless the
subject is covered
in the school of
medicine*
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TABLE A (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION 0

COLLEGESh UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLE

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Massachusetts

Amherst College, xo
Amherst

Boston College, No
Boston

Harvard No
University
Boston

State Teachers
College,
Bridgewater

State Teachers

Fitohburg

State Teachers
College,
Framingham

No

No

No

No

No

yes

be aenti
in Physiology
*courses"

"Considerat
public health
course in the
medical school"

ed

"Remarks /no uded
in chemistry,
biology and
social studies"

No It is done
indirectly
do touch upon
the utter in
our courses in
hygiene"



TABLE X ( d)

ALCOHO EDUCATION INSTRUCTION 0 BY

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

State Teachers
College ,
Lowell

State Teachers
College,
Westfield

State Teasbers
College,
Woreester

Tufts College,
Medford

No No "Unit of work in

No

No

Yes

No

oollege hygiene
and health
education"

"What we do is
normally done in
biology, hygiene,
physical educa-
tion and
sociological
areas"

se.

in
Alcoholism
offered by the
Sociology
Department"



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION 0 RED HT

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

103

Miohigan State No
College,
East Lansing

State No No
liege,

University of 110

Michigan
Ann Arbor

Mayne University
Detroit

"Department of
Police Admini
stration is
working on
various methods
of analysis
employed for the
determination of
alcohol in blood
breath and urine

tau
ed
psychology,
sociology,
medicine

"

and
cy

area
oh is in a
is



TABLE I (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION TASTRTJGTI©N OFFR

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Instruction
Is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

State Teachers
College,
Bemidji

State Teachers
College,
Mankato

State Teachers
College,
Moorhead

State Teachers
College,
St. Cloud

No

No

No

No

Tea

Us

No

llabi being
prepared to cover
content of
various courses:
material will be
offered in
education,
psychology,
physiology,
biology, hygiene,
sociology and
eeonomicle

"Treated in
health and
biology"

"Material is
included in .

biology, hygiene
and health
Some courses
include
material



ALC 0

School

TABLE,: X (Continued)

110.115N INSTRUCTIA oFFERED 23Y

NIVEHSITIliS AND TKACUN

*Inoue Stets
Teachers College,
Winona

Mississippi

Mississippi
Southern College.
Hattissburg

University of
Mississippi.
Univorsity

is co

So parats in existing
Cour.* ammo*

Xo Toe

Remarks

"Instruction
given in
personal.
eommunity and
school health

No Xo "Unit in the
soured, of
college bygione

Xis Xo

No



TABLE X (Continued)

A1COHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered
in existing

S courses Remarks

106

Missouri

Barris Teachers
Calogo,
St. Louis

Northoast
Missouri State
Teachers College
Kirksville

Northvost
Missouri Stalks
Teachers College,
Maryville

St, Louts
University,
St. Louis

Uhivorsit
Missouri,
Columbia

Washington
University,
St. Louis

No No reelable
amount of
material concern
ing alcohol is
introduoed"

No No "Covorod bri
in a course
genoral hygiene

No

No

No

No

"Some material
offered in
course in
hygiene"

No No "Information is
incorporated in
pharmacology,
btoohsmtstrj and
pathology"

No No "The subjeot
receives mention
in pathology and
social problms



0
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TABLE X (Continued)

UCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

RSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

107

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Montana

College o
Great Falls,
Great Palls

Eastern Montana
College of
Eduoation,
Billings

Montana State
College,
Bozeman

Montana State
University,
Missoula

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

"Problem of Aloe
holism is
treated in modern
social problems,
ethics, moral
principles and
psychology"

"Inoidental
referenoe is
made in health
education"

No Receives s
consideration in
foods and
nutrition, diet
therapy, child
development and
family
relationships

No May be included
in Physical
education course



ntinued)

ADUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED WC

co, UNIVZRSITIES AND TEAGAER3 CQ LLEGES

Western Montana
College of
Education,
Dillon

Nebraska

Nebraska State No
Teaohers Colleges
Kearney

University of
Nebraska,
Lineoln

Keasr

"Considered in
health education,
safety education,
sociology and
sootal problems

physiology,
anatomy and
biology courses"

No No "Requirements
for teacher
preparation met
in the course
health and
hygiene'
ineludes a unit
on alcohol and
narootios"

I "Considered in
the course
personal and
community
health



ALCOHOL

COLLEGES

TABLE. X (Continued)

CATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED or

TIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

University of
Nebraska
Teachers College,
Lincoln

New Hampshire

Dartmouth College,
Hanover

Keene Teachers
College,
Keene

No yes "Instruction
offered in
eduoational
psychology,
mental hygiene,
physical
education and
public health:
Meets teacher
certification
requirement"

No No "Soda
problems course
devotes three
assignments to
alcohol"

No Yes "Physical
scienoe survey
contains a unit
'wavering twenty
periods in
alodbol educa-
tions also
considered in
biology, soot
olo Boo-
n es and
chemistry



(Continued)

ALCOHOL RaUCATXOR INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES, UNIVERSrfIE3 AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered
in existing
eourses Remarks

city of
shire,

New Jersey

Hontelair State
Teachers College,
Nontolair

Princeton
University,
Princeton

No

X*

No

x©

placed on
material"

Rutgers No *Use and
University, effects of
New Brunswick beverage

alcohol eovered
in personal and
community
hygiene but not
in great detail



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED sr

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

State Teachers
College,
Jersey City

No No "Taught to some
extent in
biology, health
education,
safety education
and first aid"

State Teachers He Yes "Effect of
College, alcoholic
Newark bovorages

included in
personal health
and hygiene.
biology and
school and
community
health sours*?

tate Teachers Nei Na "Your hours
College, discussion in
Paterson school and

immunity
health problems:
outside
speakers invited

State Teachers No Yes "Information
College, covered in
Trenton health, physical

education and
human physiology
courses
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALC 3 i4L EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

ocsmass UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses

New Nexitio
wsstern College,
Silver City

University of
New *exits.,
Albuquerque

ew York

City College,
New York

Colgate
University
Hamilton

Cornell
University
Ithaca

No

10 'Material is
probably

n
taken

up i the
general health
cows."

No "2 credit
laoture course
Ed. 72 concerns
the offsets of
alcohol"

"Pas
referent's 0
to alcohol in
the freshman
biology course"

"School of hotel
administration
providos course
in food oontrolt
thus tar dory
have not pro-
vided instrue-
tion for liquor
control"



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCT/ON OFFERED BY

T AND TEACHERS COLL

Instr.% tion
is offered
in existing
courses Remarks

Foz than
ratty,
ark

New York
University
New York

New York State
College for
Tauber*,
Albany

State Teasers
College,
Brookport

State Teachers
College,
Cortland

No

Yes

No

he

Uo

No "Principles and
practiees in
aleehol educa-
tion offered
for credit"

Yes

One unit in
hygiene
*purse"



ALCOHOL EDUCATIoN

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIE

School

TRU TION OFFERED B'

ANL TEACHBHS COLLEGES

In
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses

114

State Teachers
College
Geneses"

State TO aehsrs
College,
New Pelts

State Teachers
College,
Oneonta

State Teachers
College,
Oswego

State numbers
College,
Plattsburg

State Teachers
College,
Potsdam

No

No

No

No

No

"Some maters
presented in
one course

"Does not offer
such a course"

No No "This material
is not presented
in any course"

No No Material given
in health and
science courses

No No "One unit in
personal health
and hygiene
courses GAO or
two class
periods at most



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION 0 RXD BY

School

NIVERSITIEs AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Instrmetion
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Teachers College,
Columbia
University
New York

University of
Buffalo,
Buffalo

University of
Roches
Rochester

North Carolina

Appalachian
State %adhere
College,
Boone

Duke University
Durham

No

No

No

No

To "One doctoral
candidate in
eduoation
collected
materials for
alcohol
education in
the secondary
school"

No

No

so

Referenoo mad*
in blothemistry,
physiology and
vital economics



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATI ON INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES, TIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses

East Carolina
Teachers College,
Greenville

University of
North Carolina
Chape 1 Hill

Western Carolina
Teachers College,
Cullowhee

North Dakota

State Teachers
College,
Dickinson

State Teachers
College,
Xarville

No

No

No

"Touched upon
rather lightly
in personal
hygiene courses
is in the
process of
formulating a
oomplete course
dealing with
the subject"

No No "Only material
offered is in
regular science
oourses"

No No "Subject is cone
sidered in a
course in public
health and
Physiology"

No No "Information
included in
health
education
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

CO:ZEGES UNIVEhSITIES A1!41) TEACHERS CO.,LEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

State Teachers
College,
Minot

State Teachers
College,
Valley City

University of
North Dakota,
Grand Forks

Ohio

Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green

No No "Subject is
taken up in a
constructive
manner in
required health
course"

No No "The subject Is
touched upon
inoidentally in
Introduction to
biological
science"

No

No

No

Yes "Subject is
dealt with in
health,
physical educe
tion sociology,
social problems,
juvenile delin-
quency, marriage
relations and
psychology"



tinned)

AI401101. EDUOATI,a INSTRUCTION OF -D Zt

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITILS TE.A0A-4RS

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
'Course courses

Xent State
University,
Kent

Miami
University,
Oxford

Na

No No

Ohio State No No "lime material
University offered in
Columbus physiology

courses"

Ohio
University
Athens

No

University of No No One unit in
Cincinnati, personal
Cincinnati hygiene course

University of
Toledo,
Toledo

No Occasionally
referred to in
biology and
Pswchologyn
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDVCAT/OX INSTRUCTION OFFERED ST

COLLEGES. UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

Remarks

Eastern Oregon
College of
Education,
La Grande

No

General Extension Yes
Division,
Oregon State
System of Higher
Education,
Eugene

Linfield Collor)
McMinnville

Oregon College
of Education,
Monmouth

Ion is made
to use and

effect of aloe"
beverages

personal
hygiene end
biology"

"Course leeaho1
Studies in t
School Currie
ulna,' 3 hours
credit offered
since 1946"

Some discussion
in health
course, but it
is of relatively
little
signifloanoe

No No One class
meeting devoted
to a discussion
of alodhol in
personal hygiene
course"
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TABLE X (Continued

OL E UCAT1ON INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

ITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

0
College,
Corvallis

No No "Course
studies co
in summer
sessions of 1960
and 1961"

aci No No "Subject is
University, touched upon in
Forest ()rove personal hygiene,

chemistry and
physiology"

No "Considerable
time devoted to
subject of oleo
hol in health
education and
personal hygiene
sours.*

Southern 0
College f
Education,
Ashland

University of No No Sons instruction
Oregon, offered in phys
Eugene teal education

and health: two
weeks workshop
summer session
of 1962"



(Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED Wf

COLLEGES TIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Sin Mawr
Collets,
Bryn Mawr

Duck:moll
University
Lowilburg

Pennsylvania
State College,
State College

Swart lumps
College,
Swarthaoro

State Teachers
College,
California

State Tambora
College,
Clarion

No No

So So "Such material
is not included
in any course

So No "The prOblan
doss resolve
sons attention
in health and
Physioal
chmation"

No

No

so

"Discussed in
health (mural

No No Instruction is
offered in
health
education"
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCoHOL ELUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED SY

COLLEGES UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHLRS COLLEGES

Sohool

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses

Ste Teachers
College,
East Stroudsburg

No

State Teachers No
College,
Edinboro

State %ashore
College,
Indiana

State Teachers
College,
Kutstown

State Teachers
College,
Look Raven

No such e
are offered

No "Some informs.
tion is
included in
health
education"'

No No "Units of
instruotion
inoluded in
biological
solemn and
hygiene"

No No "Sons material
offered in
health and
physical
education"

No "Various
courses in
health and
physical educa
tion present
the effects of
alcohol"



X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED NY

COLLEGES R3XT1ES AND TEACHERS COLLE

Sehool

In tru
Is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

State Teachers
College,
Millersville

Teachers
e,
nsburg

State Teachers
College,
Slippery Rook

State Teaohers
College,
west Chester

No No sub$ot is
in

thted, physical
uoation and
hology"

No No

No

No

No No

"Problem is
discussed in
personal
hygiene,
community
hy giene, phys

andit
try"

"Material is
touched upon in
biologieal
science, soot
ology, psychol-
ogy and
hygiene"



TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERLD by

coLams, UNIVERSITIE TEACaRS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses marks

University of
Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia

University of
Pitteburgh,
Pittsburgh

ode Island

Brown
University,
Providence

Rhode Island
College of
Education,
Provident*

South Dakota

No

No

No No "May be discussed
in biology,
Physiology and
biodhenistre

No No This subject is
included in
required course
in hygiene"

Northern State No
Teachers College
Aberdeen

University of
South Dakota,
Vermillion
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LR X (Continued)

LCOHOL =CATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

TrES, UNIVERSITIE3 ANT TEAGWERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Tennessee

George Peabody
College for
Teachers,
Nashville

Tennessee
Polytechnic
Institute,
Cookeville

University of
Tennessee,
Knoxville

Vanderbilt
University,
Nashville

Texas

akylor
University,
Waco

No No "The course in
alcohol studios
aroma in 1945
and 1946 summer
sessions has
been
discontinued"

No No "Effects of
aloohol are
studied in
health courses

No

No

No

110

No Xis "Some attention
is given in
biology, health
education,
soolology,
psyahelogr and
education
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TABLE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIE,L, AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

perste in existing
Course courses Remarks

&LI Houston
State Teathers
College,
Huntsville

Southwest Texas
State Teachers
College,
San aaroos

Texas College of
Arts and
Industries,
Kin/0;TM*

University of No
Houston,
Houston

No No "Some mention of
aleoholism in
home and family
living, family
relationships
and home
nursins

No No "Topic is
stressed in
biology and
general science

University of
Texas,
Austin

No

No

No No

instrus
given in

eduoation
courses"

"Some material
offered to
graduate and
msdisal
students in
advanced
seminars"



TALE X (Continued)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED PM

COLLEGES¢ UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

School

Ins
is offered

Separate in existing
Course ocursas Remarks

Utah

University of
Utah
Salt Lake City

Virsinia

College of
William and Mary,
Williamsburg

of

Virginia State
College,
Petersburg

Tea

No

No

No "tAloOhol and
Edusationt course
taught in summer
session and
during one
regular quarters
credit is
granted ft

No Material will be
included in
health education
when a new course
Is developed"

No

No
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TAB= X (Continued)

'LGOHOL EDUCiaION INSTRUCTION OFFERED WI

LLEQE3, UtIVERSITIE3 AD TE4CIIERS COLLEGES

School

Instruction
is offered

Separate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Washington

Central
Washington
College of
Education,
Ellensburg

State College
of Washington,
Pullman

No Na "Treated only
incidentally in
hsalth
essentials,
nutrition,
home oomomios
or hsalth
education
Glasses"

No No "Inoidental
presentation of
auoh material
in biology"

University No No "Graduate SehoOl
Washington, of Sooial Work
Seattle may establish an

Institute for
the solentifio
study of alcohol"

Western No No "Instruotion
Washington offerod in
College of saltine and
Education, soeiology"
Bellingham



COLLE

TABLE C (Continued)

CATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

VERSITIES AND TEACHERS COLLEGES
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School

Instruction
is offered

pirate in existing
Course courses Remarks

Whitman College
Vialla Walla

West V r

No

Marshall College, No
Huntington

West Virginia
State College,
Institute

West V
University
Morgantown

10

o

o "Touch briefly
an the subject
in bhyaiology
and organics
chemistry"

"Mention of the
problems of
alcoholic
beverages is
made in hygiene
and driver
education
courses"

No Considerable
treatment of the
U80 and effect
of beverage
alcohol in
health education
and physiology"

No Subject is of
minor
importanee in
80810 oours 8



TABLE X (Con .4)

ALCOHOL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION OFFERED BY

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHER6 COLLEGES

School

0

1 State
rs College,

vans Point

No No "The physiolog-
ical offsets of
alcoholic
beverages are
considered
briefly is
Physiology,
biology, health
and hygiene
courses: in no
course is the
problem
emphasized"

State Teachers Sb No "Possibly
College, material is
Milwaukee incorporated in

some of the
courses"

State Teachers No No
College,
Oshkosh

oming

University of No No
Wyoming,
Laramie



anointed of lea ures and discussions

ss of the alcohol problem. Specialists in

the fields of physiology, sociology, psyoholegy, religion,

law, medicine and education presented lectures and con

ducted disoussions. The first session attracted approx

1' eighty students from Aoarly all parts of the

d 3tateo. The princlAl obj ative of the summar

I was to provide a background of scientific

information about alcohol which could be used by

adult students in their various occupations. The Yale

Summer 3ohool of Alcohol Studies has continued each

er to attract a larger and more diversified group of

s The sessions have been held on the campus of

Yale tatversi.ty each year with one exception. In 1949

the summer school was held an the campus of ¶exas

Christian University at Fort Worth, Texas. Luring the

st three years, the Yale Summer School of Alodhol

udies has emphasised the seminar and workshop approach

More time is now being devoted to seminars and workshops

and less time to lectures. The Yale Summer School of

Alcohol :Audios has had a wide influence through=

United States and Canada. This school has also attracted

students from South America and Europe. It represents a

unique venture in adult education.



Due to the location of Yale iversity, transports

tion costs to the students attending have been quite

high. The oost of tuition, room and board have varied

from $250 to #450 for four weeks. The high cost of

tuition, room and board and transportation, no doubt,

have prevented many adults from attending the This

Summer School of Alcohol Studies.

meet the needs of teachers,

selors, social workers, ministers and lay peop

gstsi

institutions of higher learning in the United

and Canada have sponsored summer schools of

1 studies during the past four years.

In Table XI, "Summer Schools of Alcohol S

the summer schools or workshops listod are arranged

alphabetIcalIY, according to their official names. The

name chosen by the sponsors of the summer school is

sual.ly quite different from the name of the sponsoring

college or university.

the first column of Table XI will be found the

official names of the summer schools of alcohol studies

which ere now operating or have operated during the last

In the second column of Table XI, will be

locations of the summer schools of alcohol

The year or years at these schools we,s held



TABLE XI

SUMMER SCHOOLS OP ALCOHOL aTums

Mae of School Location

Conference on
Alcohol Studies

Course opt
Alcohol Studies

Institute of
Soientific
Studies for
Prevention of
Alcoholism

Interoollegiate
School of
Alcohol Studies

Southern
Methodist
University,
Dallas, Times,
1952

Otterbein
College,
Westerville
Ohio, 1930

Cornell
College,
Mount Vernon,
Iowa, 1981

Le

Session

5 days

Sponsors

University
Xxtension
Division of
the University
of Wiseonsin

Tempe rant
Society

5 days Intercollegiate
Association and
Otterbein
College

3 days Intereollogiate
Association and
Cornell College



T.

MEER SCHOOLS OF ALCOHOL STUDIES

Same of Soho*

Length
of

Session

V rthwest University of
Institute for Washington,
Scientific Seattle,
Study of Washington,
Alcohol 1961

Oregon Sohool Ors on Stats
of Alcohol Cole
Studies Corval, Lis,

Oregon, 1951

University
Oregon,
Eugene,
Oregon, 1982

Intercollegiate
Association,
Victoria
University and
University of
Toronto

5 days University of
Washington and
Washington
Temperance
Association

School of
Education,
Oregon State
College and
Oregon Alcohol
Education
Camnitteo

School of
Education,
University of
Oregon and
Oregon Alcohol
Education
Ccamatteo

Pennsylvania Juniata 8 days State Federated
School of Cellos., Legislative
Alcohol Studios Huntingdon, Comaittos and

Pennsylvania, JUniata
1948-82 College
inclusive)
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TABLE XI (Continued)

ALCOHOL STUDIES

lame of School Location Sponsors

Summer Institute
of Alcohol
Education

Summer School
of Alcohol
Studies

Tale
University,
New Rayon,
Connect icut,
1943-1940 and
1960-$2
inclusive

Texas
Christian
University,
Fort Worth,
Texas, 1949

9 days
and

ippi

ent of
on

Canter of
1
a

4 wool= Yale University

University of 5 days
North Carolina,
Chapel H111,
North Carolina
1950

Intension
Division of
the University
of North
Carolina and
North Carolina
Alcoholic
Rehabilitation
Program
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TABLE XI (Continued)

SUMMER SCHOOLS OF ALCOHOL 3TUDIE3

Name of Sohool Looation
of

Session Sponsors

Utah Sahool of University of 5 days
Alcohol Studies Utah,

Salt Lake City
Utah, 1932

University of
Utah, Utah
State Board OD
Alcoholism and
Utah Committee
on Aledhelisa



is also indicated in the sec

length of the sessi1

indicated in the third column.

of the table

or mks, is

ngth of the

easioh varies from five days to four weeks. Many

otors are involved in Choosing the length of the

sign. One important factor is the cost which may be

'adorable if outside speolalists are brought in as

looturers and consultants. Another factor in determining

the length of the session is the time width adults may

devote to a summer school or workshop without loss of psi

from their employers. Al the present time, the trend

seems to be in the diroction of offering a program of two

weeks duration. The opPortunity to earn credit is a

significant factor in attracting people from the *duos

factual profession.

In the fourth ao of Table XI are 11 tod the

SASS s of the institutions or organi

r schools of alcohol studio

Ions sponsoring

In some 04SOS,

one sponsor is indicated. In some MUMS, as

to of Oregon, the Oregon A Choi, Education

ga ,ttvo, a division of the Oregon Liquor Control

ommi sion, has supplied the funds and the sponsoring

educational institution has granted college or university

credit. In 1981, the Oregon State College was the



educational sponsor and host to the Orego School o

Alcohol Studies. In 1952, the University of Oregon was

the educational sponsor. In 1953, the Oregon School of

Alcohol Studies will be held in Portland, Oregon on the

campus of Heed College. Reed College and the Portland

State Extension Center of the Oregon Stete System of

Higher Education will jointly act as educational

sponsors. Undergraduate or graduate credit may be earned

by students who attend the session and prepare a suitable

written project.

The conferencesa workshops and summer schools of

alcohol studies listed in Table XI will probably

continue, The trend is in the direction of an increase

in the number of summer prograns eh/oh will be offered.

As long as there is a need on the part of adults for

reliable soientifie information about the effects of

alcohol upon the human system, these schools will

continue. The wide geographical distribution of the

summer schools will increase their availability to

school people and others interested in the alcohol

problem. Sinee all or the schools, except the Yale

Summer School of Alcohol Studies, are *lolly or partly

subsidised, the tuition is usually quite low. This

should tend to attract more people. Frequently,



schs larships covering part of all of the tuition costs

are available to encourage attendance. The opportunity

to earn college or university credit is a significant

incentive, particularly among professional educators.

The development of regional summer schools of

alcohol studies offers an opportunity for teachers to

esquire reliable information about the effects of

alcohol upon the human system and helps in developing

desirable educational approaohes which may be used in

their classrooms, Social workers, counselors, ministers,

law enforcement *Moors, doctors and nurses may obtain

information about the alcohol problem which they can use

effeotively. Lay peoples who may have a personal

problem involving excessive use of alcohol by a relative

or friend, may obtain information which will assist thus

in undorstandin and helping them cope with their

problems.
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CHAPTER V

INFO 31 CATIOMAL PROGRAMS

DEVELOPED P'RIV'ATE ORGAXI2ATICXS

norms of alcoholism as a subject of

a number of organizations interested

in the problems of alcohol have come into existence.

Some of those organizations are national in coops.

Others operate within the boundaries of a given state or

region. Some of the organizations have been established

to comets in specific fields, such as education,

research or rehabilitation, Some of the organizations

are endeavoring to operate in all three fields. The

temperance organizations have generally accepted the

principle of total abstinence and frequently direst thoir

efforts toward the re-establishment of national or local

prohibition of alcoholic beverages. Some of the organize

time recognise the reality of social drinking as a part

of our culture. These organizations are chiefly oon

aimed with reducing the incidence of excessive drinking

and discovering solutions to the problems which *zees-

sive drinking often produce.

In this study, only those organizations which carry

on some form of educational program are included. Since



education and propaganda are so closely related

sometimes difficult to determine whether or not the

function of the organisation is educational.

The selection of organizations in this study is

based on the degree to whioh they are believed to be

useful to teachers and students seeking objective

information and guidance on the various problems of

alcohol.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Boa 469 Grand Central Annex, New York, N. Y.

This organisation is primarily concerned with the

rehabilitation of the alcoholic. The core of the

program may be said to be one of err- education for the

alcoholic man or woman This organization also carries

on a program of adult education through the press,

radio, television and its own publications. The organ

zation will furnish information to anyone who writes or

Galls at the headquarters of any of the 2,600 local

chapters. The organization has published a book,

Alsoholies Anonymous." A regular monthly magazine,

'The Grapevine is distributed to all members. In

addition, many other pamphlets and publications are

issued from time to time.
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ALCOHOL FACTS INCORPORATED

White Plains, N. I.
The goal of this organisation is to encourage

abstinence. It hopes to achieve its goal through

educational advertising and the dissemination of liter-

ature, newspaper articles and any other medium available

There are no membership dues, but volUntary contri

buttons are encouraged. This organisation does not

publish a magazine. From time to time, members are sent

letters and printed material for their use and with the

suggestion that the information might be used in local

newspapers or other regular publications.

ALAI YOUTH

1909 M W. Washing 6, D. C.

Allied Youth is a voluntary organisation which began

operations in 1636. It is dedicated to a program of

aloc*iol education and aleohol-fres recreation. It is not

a reform movement and does not seek legal restrictions on

the use of alcoholic beverages. Its approach is

positive: youth can have an enjoyable time without

alcoholic beverages.

Allied Youth clubs or posts are established in

junior and senior high schools where an invitation is

extended bg the local administrator. These *Ube meet



under the sp sorship of a faculty member who volunteers

or is appointed for that purpose. Allied Youth supplies

speakers and counselors to assist in the organisation of

these clubs. Well defined plans are supplied to the

school which wishes to establith such * elUb

Allied Youth supplies digests of current

,researdh studies, news items and other materials on the

alcohol problem to each club. This service is known as

Alcoholfax*" Teachers' manuals and student outlines are

supplied to the schools which wish to use these

materials.

A clearing ouse is maintained to supply information

and answer inquiries. A monthly magazine "The Allied

Youth" Is distributed to all members.

The organisation has the enthusiastic endorsement of

many leading citisens in the United States It is

unique in many ways. It offers a positive approach to

the problem of teen*age drinking Emphasis is upon free-

dom of choice by the individual rather than ocmpulsion.
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RICAN CF IFTY

Avenue, N. W., Washington 12, D. 0,

1 organization has for its objective,

achievement of total abstinence and national sobriety.

It is working towards its objective through the dissem-

ination of information concerning the evil effects of

alcoholic beverages and narcotics.

A quarterly publication, *The Temperance Bulletin,*

contains many short articles concerning the effects of

alcohol and narcotics upon the user. A second publica-

tion, "Listen, is published quarterly. This is a

slick paper magazine well illustrated, and contains

full length articles. Frequently featured are testi

menials from famous athletes, radio and motion picture

stars.

The organization solicits membership from individ-

uals and support from the Protestant churches. The

Simon Day Adventist Denomination is closely affiliated

with the American Temperance Society.

Chapters of the organization are sponsored in

churches, sohools and colleges. Essay, poster and ore

rival contests ars sponsored by the college and MO

school Chapters.



IATION FO t TIU ADVANCEMENT OP

INSTRUCTION ABOUT ALCOHOL AND NARCOTICS

Hillhouse Avenue, New Haven, Conn.

This organisation was established in the summer of

1961 to serve as a clearing house for information and

materials on the problems of alcohol and to stimulate its

members to develop more effective teaching materials and

methods. Teachers, school supervisors, administrators,

school physicians, and nurses are eligible for member

ship. Provision Is made for membership of *itemisations

which are interested in the broad field of alcohol

education.

At the present t there is no regular publica-

tion. Distribution of educational material developed by

individual members or other organisations is being

undertaken.

INTRRCOLLROIATE OC

FOR STUDY OF THE ALCOHOL PROBLRM

Columbus, Ohio

The ultimate aim of this organisation, as with

practically all temperanoe organizations, is eventually

to achieve total abstinence for the individual and

national prohibition.

The organisation publishes six times each year a



magazine, the "Into

Today." The magasin 0

of Liquor in Life

information and
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suggestions for college students and teachers. The

organization seeks to develop educational programs under

the leadership of local student or faculty leaders.

Informal study and discussion groups are favored.

time to time, the organisation publishes special st

monographs and other materials suitable for use among

students at the college level.

This organization is closely related to the Board

of Temperance, Prohibition and Public Morals of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. The Methodist Episcopal

Church Publishing House produces most of the printed

material for the Intercollegiate Association.

RNATIO$AL TUPERANCE ASSOCIATION

1300 Villa St Mountain View, Calif.

The editorial offices, however, axe located at

6840 Eastern Avenue, Northwest* Washington* D. C

orgahisation is closely identified with the American

Temperance Soolety. The acme offices are maintained in

Washington, D. C., and the same staff is responsible for

publications emanating from both organizations.

The International Temperance Association publishes
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* small pocket site quarterly magazine, "Ale

The objectives of the organisation are identical

with those of the American Temperance Society, that is,

all efforts are directed toward achieving elimination of

the alcoholic beverage industry throughout the world.

A loosely affiliated organisation is maintained in

eighteen foreign countries. An overseas correspondent,

representing each unit in the organisation, regularly

contributes articles to the publication, "Alert.

Testimonials from famous athletes in other countries are

a feature of the publication.

NAT/ORAL COMMITTEE OM Al4OH0LISM

2 East 103 St., New York, R. Y.

In the spring of 1944, Alcoholics* Anonymous, the

Research Council on Problems of Alcohol, and the Section

of Studies on Alcohol in the laboratory of applied

physiology at Yale University were operating independ

ently in the broad field of education oonoerning

alcoholism. Sines the three organisations bad primary

objectives other than education, Dr. Howard Haggard

of Yale University suggested the formation of new

organisations primarily devoted to a broad program of

education about alcoholism.



Three important concepts were established as the

basis for the operation of the new organization:

1, Alcoholism is a disease and the alcoholic
a sick person.

2. The alcoholic can be helped and is,worth
helping..

Alcoholism is a public health problem,
therefore, a public responsibility

he annual report of 1949 (19, p

to the problem or education about ale

owed as follows:

It was felt from the outset that the
most effective method of arousing and
mobilising public opinion for action on this
serious problem would be to establish local
committees which would be stimulated and
guided from National headquarters but would
carry on a direct and concentrated program
of action in their own areas, utilising all
available community resources. These
committees, made up of a cross-section of
leading citizens in each community, while
affiliated with the National Committee, are
autonomous, self-supporting groups, cmftduet-
ing their own internal affairs, electing
their own officers and employing their own
personnel.

In its initial stages the local
committee undertakes a simple but concen-
trated educational campaign. Onee formed,
and its membership made acquainted with
facts and background materials, a speakers
bureau is set up to serve various civic,
religious, educational and other public
groups in the sommunity. This activity is
supplemented by radio programs and articles
in the press. Model materials are supplied
by National Headquarters in the form of
radio scripts and newspaper articles which
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have proved successful in other areas.
Literature exhibits in the public library
have also proved effective in bringing
information to the members of the
community.

Another task assumed by the newly
formed ooiamittee is to Obtain beds in
hospitals for the treatment of alcoholics
in the acute phase of their illness.
That a strong group of representative
eitisans can achieve such a purpose Is
evidenced by the aceomplishments of many
of our aommittees ,

The National Committee on Alcoholism is neither wet

nor dry. The interest of the committee is wintered an

alcoholism. The educational programs are °Waned at

the adult population of the country. Lectures, radio

programs, free literature, press articles, films and

consultants represent some of the media which they have

used sucoessfully. Speakers or materials are supplied to

high schools and colleges on request.

Local oasaittesee have been formed in nearly all of

the static of tha United States and the Canadian

provinces, These eommittses usually maintain information

centers and assist in educational programs an a local or

regional basis. Financial support of the organisation is

on a voluntary basis. Much of the work of the local

committees and the national organisation is done by

poop's who donate their time



NATIONAL SEARCH COUNCIL COMMITTER

ON PRORLRUS OF ALCOHOL

2101 Constitution Avenue N. W., Washington, D. C.

This organization encourages and sponsors research

on alcoholism in the field of biological and medical

science, The committee also serves as a clearing house

for requests on research matters and supplies information

upon request of national or local agencies interested in

alcoholism. The committee has no regular publication but

prepares reports evaluating resent research projects.

Magazine and newspaper news releases are also prepared by

the committee.

NATIONAL SAPETY COUNCIL COMMITTER

ON TRS FOR INTOXICATION

425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Ill.

This oommittee of the National Safety Council is

tiosily set up to encourage the development of and

to evaluate chemical tests and deviate to measure Intox-

ication, The committee also endeavors to stimulate the

adoption of these tests and instruments by law enforce

ment agencies, In order to achieve its objectives, a

broad program of public education is being carried out.

Experts are made available to speak before students,



traffic of leers, judges and other groups interested in

the reduction of traffic accidents and fatalities. This

agency is an excellent source of information on accidents,

accident prevention and safety for teachers and students.

The publications include pamphlets" bulletins, annual

reports' news releases and visual aids.

NATIONAL STATE CON C ALCOHOLI SM

8$ South H.

This organization is composed of medical and

administrative personne who are Garrying an aladholiem

research, treatment, education, prevention and rehabili-

tation programs in the various states. It provides for

an exchange of information of interest and value to its

members. It is a good source of information for

students and teachers who wish to know what various

tates and local communities are doing for the alcoholic.

ere is no regular publication but bulletins and pan-

phiets are available for distribution to the general

public and to the schools
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NATIONAL A.11C4; LLt t i I C k ORA

131 Independence Avenue Washington 3, D. C.

The National Temperance AJeague Incorporated is a

voluntary organisation composed of individuals, churches

and social agencies. The primary objective is to

achieve abstinence through elimination of the alcoholic

beverage industry. Ultimately, this organization hopes

to achieve some form of national prohibition From an

immediate and practical viewpoint, they are seeking

moral and soientiflo solutions for the many problems

created by the abuse of beverage alcohol.

From their office flows information and literature

to assist the various state organizations In carrying

out the alms and purposes of the organization. One of

the regular publications, "Alcohol Statistics Letters,"

contains verified information taken from official

sources coneerning nearly all phases of the problems

related to beverage alcohol. Data such as per capita

consumption of alcoholic beverages, annual rates for

incidence of alcoholism, drinking drivers, arrests

convictions for drunkenness, national and state *spend

itures for alcoholic beverages and state and local tax

rates related to the alcoholic beverage industry are

regularly published.



An affiliated organization has been set up in each

state and the Distriot of Columbia. At the present

time, approximately thirty-six of these state organiza-

tions are actively functioning.

In Oregon and Washington, the state affiliates

known as the Oregon Temperance League and the Washington

Temperance League respeetively, sponsor radio programs,

special speakers on request and educational workers who

will go into the classroom of the seeondary schools on

invitation. A well planned educational program is

offered to the schools.

From the standpoint of the school administrator or

classroom teacher, the question might be raised regard-

ing the desirability of having an outside person present

information about the use of beverage alcohol, it is

generally agreed that alcohol education should be inte-

grated with other subplot-matter and in the courses

found in the regular high school ourrioulum

NATIONAL TEivirkRANGE MOVEMENT INCONFORATND

77 West Washington St., Chicago 2, Ill.
This organization publishes a monthly magazine,

National Temperance Digest." It seeks support from

individuals hurehes and other organizations that are
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interested in achieving 1 abstinence through

bition. The publication contains short articles by many

different contributors. The organisation operates

through state organizations which are affiliated with

the National Temperance Movement Incorporated. At the

present tine, the organization is struggling to expand.

A convention is held every two years.

OREGON FELLOWSHIP FOR ALCOHOL STULIES

2924 N. E. Regents Drive, Portland, Oregon

is organisation was founded in 1933 by a group of

Oregon citizens who were interested in finding solutions

to the problems created by the excessive use of beverago

alcohol. Mrs, W. W. Gabriel has served continuously as

president since its founding. The meMborship has includ-

ed many prominent citizens of the state of Oregon. One

of the outstanding aohlevoments of this organization was

the enactment of legislation in 1943, to provide for an

Educational Advisory Division to the Oregon Liquor

Control Commission,

The Oregon Fellowship for Alcohol Studies has

sponsored many programs of adult education. These

include a three day conference on problems of alcohol

held at Portland Oregon in 1944. Lectures and public
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meetings are sponsored by this organization from time to

time, The organization meets once each month, at whidh

time an interesting and informative program about some

phase of the alcohol problem is presented

The organisation does not have a regular publication.

om time to time, bulletins or pamphlets are prepared

and distributed to schools and organizations throughout

the state of Oregon.

TEMP :MIA= AND TOLU RANC SO AT 0 OP RICA

612 Federal Seem:titles Building, Lincoln 8, Nebr.

The Temperance and Tolerance Association is a non

profit organisation dedicated to the promotion of

temperance. This organisation does not approve of

prohibition as a means to aohieve temperance, The

founder of organisation, Mrs. Ida M. Thurber, does not

believe that tomperaneo can be achieved by law.

Temperance is defined by this organisation as voluntary

abstinence or moderation in the use of &Isabella

beverages, It seeks to cost plash its objective through

education of the general public and in the sthools. The

organization publishes a regular monthly news letter,

A sound film, "And the Truth Shall Make You Pros*" is

available without charge except mailing, for uss in the



schools or public meetings.

ATIONS WORLD HEALTH 0

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOMOLISM

leis des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland

rganization has four broad objoetivoss

First, to stimulate research and treatment programs

on alcoholism in member nations.

Seoond, statistic's' studies about the nuMber and

ribution of alcoholics among member nations.

Third, the organization conducts conferences of

experts on the problem of alcoholism.

Fourth, encourages the development of educational

programs about alooholism.

This agency is a good source of information for

teachers and students on international problems about

alcoholism. The committee publishes reports, bulletins

and news releases primarily for experts residing in the

member nations.

0

MUTED STA

DIVISION

C

Bethesda, Maryland

This division is an excellent source of

and advice for teachers and students on the various



aspects of mental hygiene as ell as alcoholism

division is primarily concerned with research, treatment,

prevention and education in the field of mental illness.

Pamphlets, brochures, reports and news releases an mental

hygiene and alodholism are included among the publications

of this division

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN T$ PI UN/ON

Evanston, Illinois

The 1:woman's Christian Temperance Union was founded

at Cleveland in 1874, The first meeting was attended by

representatives from seventeen states. The first annual

convention, held in 1875, had representatives from twenty-

two states. The objectives of the new organization were

established in the form of a pledge agreed upon at the

first convention of the organization (50, p. 2891)s

We therefore formulate and for
ourselves adopt the following pledge:
I hereby solemnly promise, God helping

me, to abstain from all distilled,
fermented and malt liquors including
wine, beer, and cider, and to employ all
proper means to discourage the use of and
traffic in the same."

To confirm and enforee the rationale
of this pledge, we dealers our purpose to
educate the young; to form a better public
sentiment; to reform so far as possible,
by religious, ethical and scientific means,
the drinking classes; to seek the trans-
forming power of divine grace for ourselves
and for all for whom we work.
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Under the very able leader hip of Miss Frances

tillard, who served as president from 1879 until 1

departments were organised to deal with the problems of

prevention, education and legislation. lass meetings,

medal contests, posters, exhibits and literature became

the vehicles for their work. A Journal, "The Union

Signal," was established; and gained wide dietributi

and attention, Programs were developed for children and

Loyal Temperance Legion, an auxiliary for young

people was founded,

The leaders of the movement considered

hygiene courses in the public

Ills for instruction coneerning al

one and literature were developed and

0

ole as

el s Temperance

cientific

ranee bureau was established in Boston, Federal

and state legislation were urged that required Lustros

tion about alcohol and narcotics in all public schools

until these were finally enacted.

The goal of the organisation has been to achieve

total, abstinence, voluntarily it possible; if not, by

e pulsion. National prohibition of alcoholic beverages

the distant but very real goal.

Until 1930, the Womanc a Christian Temperance Union

reigned supreme in the field of alcohol education.
Although some of the educational materials and the



arroroaches used na7 be non be rr d queetionabl a

/nent deal of credit is duo this organisation for its

efforts and the rosul obtained in the field of alcohol

education

The present-day Objec

Temperance Union are stated in a letter fr the presi

dent of the Oregon woman a Christian Temperance Union on

November 1, 1951 (28, P. 2) 1

The building of public sant
total abstinence throudh teachine;
relation of alcohol to the mental, mera1,
social, spiritual, and physical well-being
of the individual and the nation, is the
primary object of tha organization,

This objective is promoted by an
edueational program aarried on through a
Bureau of Legislation with a repressntativ
at Washington, D* C.; a Bureau of ?Olio tr,
a Bureau of Reaearoh in Narcotic Drugs; a
Bureau of Scientific Tenperanoo Investigation;
two Branches which enlist children and young
peoples Organising Work, including all Yield
Service; twenty-two Departments, each headed
by an experienced Director, and Standing
Consaittees. The VCTU is now conducting five
Training Schools, two at Evanston, Illinolal
one at Winona Lake, Indiana, and two at
Chautauqua, N Y.

Chr atian
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YALE CENTRR OF ALCOHOL STUDIES

TALE uNxvmas xTr

ousts Avenue, New Haven, Conn

r of Alcohol Studies has a four

which includes:

Research on all phases of the alcohol
problem.

The development of new msthhods of
treatment for alcoholism,

A program of professional education
for teachers, physicians, ministers
and public health workers through
the summer school of aledhol studies.

Public education through lectures,
advice and the publication of books
and pamphlets.

The Yale Center of Alcohol Studies has published many

books, pamphlets, bulletins and special studies.

The Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol is pub-

lished four times each year and contains many of tho

original articles on all phases of the alcohol problem.

160

In addition to the national and international

oe organisations, many local organizations

appeared in the field of alcohol education. In some

oases, they are more or less closely identified with one
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of the well -known national rganisati s. In other eases,

the tendency is to operate independently.

One of the primary objectives of the temperance

societies has boon and is now to stehieve state or

national prohibition. In order to settle,* this goal,

certain educational approaches have been used Pamphlets

bulletins and periodicals are published and distributed

without charge or at a nominal cost to inform young people

and adults about the dangers involved In the use of

beverage alcohol. Pnblio meetings and conferences r*

often used to acquaint the adult population with the

advantages of total abstinence and the dangers involved in

using beverage alcohol. Visual aide and literature are

made available for use in the public schools. The use of

these motorist's in the public schools may be questioned

because of their strong bias in favor of total abstinence

and prohibition. Teachers or school administrator*

should carefully evaluate all of these materials before

they are used in the classroom,

it must be borne in mind that groups operating as

temperance organizations are almost, without exception,

committed to a program of total abstinence. In the long

run, the objeetivs is to achieve national prOibition.

Their definition of the word "temperance" is somewhat
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different from that found in the yell- dictionar

Their interpretation is abstinence from all alcoholic

beverages. They do not accept the use of temperance in

the sense that it implies moderation.

Several of the organisations listed is chapter

provide factual scientific information and materials for

use in the public schools. They are not c ed with

wet and dry controversy. Their primary purpose is

equaint the general public with the latest reliable

information about all phases of the alcohol problem.

Perhaps the outstanding source of this type of informs

tion is the Yale Center of Alcohol Studies. Other

organisations listed in this chapter, such as the

National Safety Council, may be called upon

specialised information about the alcohol problem.

The public school teacher who wishes to devote

some time to the study of the alcohol problem will find

reliable sources of information available.
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RAnTR VI

SUMMAR! AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The first purpose of is study was to inveattga

the legal requirements of the various states and terra

tortes of the United States and the provinces of Canada

relating to instruotion about alcohol, narcotics and

stimulants. The second purpose of this study was to

determine what steps are now being taken to meet the

legal requirements by the institutions of higher

learning which train teachers, The third purpose of

this study was to ascertain what materials and programs

had been developed by the various state departments of

edueation and private organizations to meet the legal

requirements for instruction about alcohol, narcotics

and stimulants

Copies of the laws of the various states

tortes and provinces were obtained and st willed Since

there appeared to be considerable variation in the

provisions of these statutes, the pertinent items in

each of the statutes were presented in six separate

tables in Chapter I.
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In order to determine what preparation was being

provided for future teachers to enable them to give

instruction about the effects of alcohol, narcotics and

stimulants, letters were addressed to the president or

dean of the 'Whoa of education of 885 colleges, un

varsities and teachers colleges. Information was

requested to determine whether or not the institution

offered separate oouree about alcohol, narcotics and

stimulants or included such material in any of the

existing areas of the curriculum for Wither training.

Personal letters were addressed to each state,

territorial or provincial superintendent of public

instruction requesting copies of books, pamphlets, units

or outlines which had been prepared to assist the

teacher in giving instruction about alcohol, narcotics

and stimulants. Letters were also addressed to an

official of each private organisation known to be eon

'Horned with any phase of the alcohol problem. This

request asked for a statement of objectives and copies

of educational materials developed by the organisation.

included in this study are those organisations which

have as one of their Objectives the development of an

educational program or educational materials relating

to the alcohol problem.
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In preparing an a l fats of the legal statutes of

the states, territories and provinces which pertained to

instruction about alcohol, narcotics and stimulants, it

was found that the majority of the statutes oontained a

great many specifio directives. These specific direc-

tives were classified in six separate tables in Chapter

I. Table I, "Subject Matter Specifications," indicates

the specific subject matter that shall be taught about

alcohol, narcotics and stimulants. The majority of the

states, territories and one Canadian province specify

that instruction shall be given about the nature of

alcoholic beverages and their effect upon the human

system. This specification would seem to imply that

students should be 'unwanted with the method of prep-

aration, alcoholic content and other differences in the

common alcoholic beverages. The student should also be

acquainted with the effects of alcohol upon the Phys

lologioal and psychological functions of the human body.

The majority of the laws also specify that the effect

of narcotics upon the human system shall be included

along with the study f alcoholic) boverages, fi minority

of the states, twelve in number, .include the speoiti'

cation that instruction shall be given regarding the

effect of stimulants upon the human system. A majority
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of the states and the District of Coluabla specify that

instruction about alcohol and narcotics shall be given to

all students. A minority of the *tat** territories and

the province cef Nova Scotia specifically state that

instruction about alcohol and narcotics shall be given to

elementary students. A somewhat *manor number of states

and territories specify that such instruction shall be

given in high school. In addition to these general pro-

visions, certain states and territories provide addi

tionsl requirements in the statutes. A few of this state

laws also specify that instruction shall be given in

such special schools as state colleges, teachers

colleges, ungraded schools and reform schools The

pecifio additional roquirements are listed in Table II

The Place of Alcohol Education in the Curriculum**

During the period from 1880 to 1920, whon most of

awe regarding instruction about alcohol and nar-

cotics were enacted, physiology and hygiene were usually

included in the elementary sabool curriculum. Therefore,

in the majority of the statutes is found the specific

directive that instruction about alcohol and narcotics

shall be included in the study of physiology and

hyglens. Only four states specify that such instruction

shall be given in connection with health only two



states specify that such instruction
connection with social studies Only ern

that suoh instruction may be given in so

science. The particular place or places

given in

Mate specifies

etion with

chool

curriculum as specified by law will be found

III, "Instruction about Alcdhol in connection

Subject Mattor.

The majority of e laws s

detail how informs about alcohol and naresotfc s

be presented in the school curriculum. Although th

wording of the law is different in nearly all casco, the

most quently expressed directive is "instruction

about and narcotics shall be as thorough as any

other requite branch of the curriculum." ProquemtlY

the statute specifies that textbooks or special courses

of study shall be used in giving instruction °oncoming

alcohol and narcotics. In some cases, the law specifies

who shall be rosponsibli for providing a program of

instruction about alcohol end narcotics. There is no

uniform agreement but several states specify that the

proper officials school board or trustees of the 'Oho°

district shall be responsible for the program of instruc

tion, The specific dimetives In regard to the teaching

about alcohol and narcotics will be found in Table XV,

able
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Respect to Teaohing."

The statutes of thirteen states specify that a

special day or portion of one day shall be set aside

in observance of temperance. The laws of these states

speoify the name of the day, date and the nature of the

program to be presented. The most frequent designation

is Vranoes Willard day or temperance day. While there

is some variation among the states, the nest oommon date

is September 28 or the nearest sohool day to that date

The nature of the program as specified by law usually

relates to the life and work of Frances E. Willard.

In some oases, however, the law specifies that the

program shall relate to the history and benefits of

temperance or prohibition. Table V, "Speoial Days,"

indicates the provisions of the state laws with regard

to the Observance of a special day for temperance

It has been observed that a law without a penalty

is without effect The people who are responsible for

the enactment of legislation requiring that instruction

be given about alcohol and narcoties in the public

schools frequently i.neluded a penalty for failure to

comply with the law. Nineteen states and the District

of Columbia provide penalties for failure to *amply or

'Nonfarm to the law, In each case, the law speeifisally
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refers to some person or group of persons. This may be

the teacher, superintendent, board member or other school

official. The Alabama law refers to "all schools

rather than to a person or persons« In West Virginia,

the law refers to any person. The penalties vary

considerably for neglect to comply or conform to the law.

These penalties range from a small fine to removal from

office for the individual. In seven states, the law

provides that funds accruing to the benefit of the school

district may be withheld by the state where failure to

comply with the law Is indicated. Penalties for neglect

or failuxe.to teach or to conform to law will be found

in Table VI

Three states, as, Ohio d

Med the statute concerning instruotion about

1 and narcotics in the past few years. The trend

may be established in the direction of repeal and

modification of similar laws in other states. The trend

may be in the direction of a simple statute providing

that instruction shall be given to students about the

effects of alodhol and narcotics upon the human system.

There seems to be a wall - established trend in the

tment of alcohol education supervisors or eon

ts within the framework of the state departments
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of education, Ten states now employ specially trained

personnel to assist in developing curriculum materials

or assisting teachers to give instruction in the *lass

room about alcohol and narcotics, 313; states employ a

supervisor or consultant for aloo3a,ml education in the

state department of education. State Board of

Health of Montana employs a consultant for narcotic

education, The Oregon State System of Higher Eduoa

employs a full time instructor to teach a course,

"Alcohol Studies in the School Curriculum," A list of

the states which employ trained personnel as supervisors

or consultants of aloohol education will be found in

Table VII, "State Supervisors of Alcohol Education.

The source of funds and the amount of the appro

priation for alcohol and narcotic education vary oon

eiderably. Oregon has been quite generous in the

appropriation of money for alcohol and narcotic education

At the present time, the appropriation amounts to approm

inately $20,000 each ;roar. This sum of money is appro-

priated through the budget of the Oregon Alcohol Educe

tion Committee, a division of the Oregon Liquor Control

Commission, A part of this appropriation is then given

to the Oregon note System of Higher Education in the

form of a restricted grant This grant of money is to



be used to hire a full time instructor to teach a

"Alcohol Studies in the School Curriculum." In Alabama

and Florida, funds far alcohol and narcotic education

are provided by a special legislative appropriation to

the departments of education. In Mississippi and Ohio,

the appropriations are included in the regular depart

ments of education budgets, Table VIII, "Source of

Funds," indicates the source of funds available for

alcdhol and narcotic education in ten of the forty'
ight states

Although all of the states, and the

province of Nova Scotia have had statutes in effect for

many years which require instruction about alcohol and

narcotics, state departments of education have been

slow to develop materials for such instruction. Frier

to 1946, only four states had developed such materials

with which to assist the classroom teacher. Oregon was

the first state to prepare a manual for teachers. This

manual, "Tobacco, Alcohol and other Narcotics,"

(25, pp. 1-46), was prepared under the direction of the

department of public instruction by a school superin-

tendent and a school physician. The publication is now

out of print

Since 1146, sixteen state and two provincial
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ve s so the producti of

urriculum materials for alcohol and narcotic edneaticn.

of these have been quite simple bulletins which

t objectives and desirable approaches for teaching

about alcohol and nareotics, Other state departments

have ap ioneered currioulum committees which have produced

rather complete books or pamphlets supplying information

as well as units or outlines suitable for use by the

room teacher. A list of these publications will be

in Table IX. Publications for Aledhol Education

reparsd by State partments of Education, re is

a definite trend t the production of books,, pan-

bulletins and units for aleOhel educe on by

p or curriculum ommittees,

states where a supervisor or consultant for

01 and narcotic education is employed and recent

Mortals have been develoPod there are

that satisfactory results are being achieved.

In view of the provisions of the law, it seems

strange that colleges, teachers colleges and universities

have not in the past prepared teachers to give adequate

instruction about al Choi and narcotics. In training

teaahersr, usually considerable

sonform to the requirementslof

ention la paid to

state law. In order



to determine what is being given to future

teachers, letters of inquiry were sent to 285 colleges,

teachers colleges and universities. Two hundred five

replies were received, Only 26.3 percent offered any

instruction about the effects of alcohol and narcotics

upon the human system. Only 13 institutions, or 6.3

percent, offered a separate course in alcohol and nor..

cotta education, These findings seam to Justify the

writer's opinion that teachers are not adequately

supplied with the necessary information to give instruo -'

tian about alcohol and narcotics to the students in

their classrooms

As a result of the successful experiment by Yale

varsity in offering a summer school of alcohol

studies, several colleges Ind universities have offered

brief conferenoes or workshops on alcohol studies. The

Yale Summer Sdhool of Alcohol Studies has attracted

educators from the United States and Canada. In 1953,

it will hold its eleventh annual summer session* Approx-'

instaly one mirth of the students are from the field of

education* During the past four years, 10 colleges or

universities have sponsored conferences or workshops on

alcohol studies of one or two weeks duration. In oath

ease, a fairly large proportion of the students have been
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from the field of education. These schools, established

on a regional basis, have served the purpose of supplying

teachers with information about alcohol and narcotics

and provide an opportunity for them to develop teaching

units and materials for instruction.

It is difficult to forecast accurately whether or

not the trend in establishing special summer schools or

workshops will continue to increase. The Oregon School

of Alcohol Studies will hold its third session in the

summer of 1953. This school has adequate financial

support from state funds. The Oregon State System of

Higher Education through Oregon State College, Uni-

versity of Oregon and the General Extension Division,

has participated in the sponsorship of the school.

Recognition by these established institutions has been

of utmost importance.

Several private organizations are actively inter-

ested in the field of education about alcohol and nar-

cotics. Some of these organizations have for their

primary objective the achievement of total abstinenee

through prohibition. While in some cases their contri-

butions have been important, the educational materials

prepared by them are often biased in favor of total

abstinence. These organizations do not have an
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entirely jective and scientific approach o t

alcohol problem. Some of the private organisations are

primarily concerned with education about alcoholism.

Their purpose is to acquaint the adult population with

the nature and prevention of alcoholism.

The Association for the Advancement of Instruction

about Alcohol and Narcotics is a new organization of

educators which endeavors to serve as a clearing house

for information and materials related to alcohol odusa

tion in the public schools. Other organizations in this

field, such as the National Safety Council Committee on

Tests for Intoxication, are only interested in a special

Phase of the alcohol problem. Their educational program

is quite specific. They are concerned with focusing the

attention of the general public an the drinking driver

and the drinking pedestrian.
Organizations, such as the Uni ons World

alth Organisation and the United States Public Health

Service, are valuable to educators as sources of relies

able information about alcoholism«

Teachers and school administrators who wish to

develop an acceptable objective program of *ducat on

about alcohol and narcotics will find an adequate

supply of books, pamphlets, units and other materials
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use disorii

o be sure the

ion in the choice of

are of recent

origin and that they are in accordance with the boot

knowledge that is available today, An opportunity 11,

offered to nearly every teacher and administrator to

attend a one or two weeks summer school of alcohol

studies within a reasonable distance from their homes.

Units, pamphlets and bulletins prepared by curriculum

committees in many of the states are available to the

teacher who will write for them. Those materials may

be of oonsiderable help to the teacher who needs help

to develop an acceptable program of instruction about

alcohol and narcotics.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made as a

result of this study on programs of alcohol education:

It is reoommendod that professional educators

should study the present law relating to instruction

about alcohol and narcotics in their own state. They

should draft an acceptable bill which would provide for

instruction about alcohol and narcotics at an appro-

prlat grade level and in appropriate subject matter
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areas. % The details in connection with the development of

suitable units and subject matter approaches should be

left to classroom teachers working under the direction of

curriculum consultants. Penalties for failure to conform

to the law should be eliminated. Professional educators

Should enlist the help of educational organisations to

assist in the passage of such legislation.

It Is recommended that professional educators

who are primarily concerned with curriculum development

should undertake the production of suitable units,

bulletins, pamphlets and other materials to guide and

assist the teacher in providing adequate instruction

about alcohol and narcotics 'The best program of

instruction will be developed when classroom teachers

are called upon to participate in the planning and

development of these materials.
3. It is reooended that all colleges, teachers

colleges and universities which train teaehers, offer

adequate instruction about the effects of alcohol and

narooties upon the human system. it is further

reeammended that these institutions provide the future

teacher with some information about the best methods

of instructing students concerning the effect of

alcohol and narcotics upon the human system.
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4. iIt in recommended that state and provincial

departments of education employ supervisors or consult-

ants to assist the teacher who is now in service to

develop acceptable units and programs of instruction

about alcohol and narcotics. These supervisors or

consultants should also assist the teacher to obtain

resource materials such as books, pamphlets, period

scale and audio-visual aids.
5. It is recommended that colleges, teao

ee and universities offer workshops or conferences

on alcohol studies during the summer session, This

would enable many teachers and school administrators to

become acquainted with the best available information

about aloohol and narcotics. It would also provide an

opportunity for teachers to develop their aim units and

programs of instruction.

6. It is recommended that extension sours**,

similar to the one offered in Oregon, "Alcohol Studies

in the School Curriculum," be made available to teachers

school administrators in other states This would

enable teachers to acquire the necessary information to

develop units while they are engaged in teaching.

7. It is recommended that school administrators

funds in their budgets for the purchase of
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books, pamphlets, per .o 1oals and audiovisual aids whith

are available an alcohol education. Teachers cannot give

adequate instruction about alcohol and narcotics without

up-to-date resource materials. These should be available

for the students to use.
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APPENDIX

LEGAL STA S ON ALCOHOL RDU0

ALABAMA

Alabama General Laws. Act No. 646 o. 2, 3
and 4, 1949.

ALASKA

24 Stoat. 69 oh. $62, lses

ARIZONA

Arizona law Sll 66, See

ARKANSAS

Arkansas State Digest Ch. 147, Seta. 11794
and 11795. Sec. 7570 and 7682 Rev. Stat., 9.

BR/T/SH COLUMBIA

Liquor Act Amendment Aot as')

CALIFORNIA

School Code, Ch 23 See

COLORADO

Colorado S Ann. Ch. 146, 3se, 298

CONNECTICUT

General Stat., Soo. 1358, 1949.

DELAWARE

Ch. 71, See. 2630

or.



19431 ch.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

24 Stat. 69, oh. 362, 1986

FLORIDA

laws, Soo. .09, 1946.

GEORGIA

Soo 32-705 and 32 1933

HAWAII

U. 5. 24 69, oh. 362 1886.

Georgia

IDAHO

ion Laws, oh. 38, Soo 3, 4 and $
flea. 1, 2 and Up 1945.

ILLINOIS

185

Goners' School Law, See. 273 1897; School
Cods of Illinois, Soo 27-10, 1945.

INDIANA.

Burns Revised Stat., Sec. 6896, 6897 and 8898;
Cb, 213, Soo 1-5 Inoluslvo, Indiana Acts oP 1,947.

Soo.
Acts of Horeb,
See. 168.270

IOWA

owa, Sec. 4289
280.10, 1948.

SAS

Sea.

RI

acct of Mareh 1916.
Xontueky Common School

0, 1949.
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LOUISIANA

Public School Laws, Sea. 60, revised in 1926.
Title 17, Sea, 262, 263 and 264 Louisiana Revised
s of 1950

MAINE

Laws to Public Schools, R. S. Ch
Sea. *I and 1

LAND

Public School Jaws of M
750 77 and 78, 1948.

Oh. 7, Sec. 74,

MASSACHUSETTS

, Oh. 71, See. amended 1948

MICHIGAN

Revised School Laws, Sec. 221 and 18 (

MINNESOTA

Laws relating to the Minnesota Public School
131.15 and 131.181, 1949,

MISSISSIPPI

School of the state of Mississippi
lustre, 1960.

MISSOURI

Missouri, See, 10369, R

H.R. 545 Sec.

ONTANA

w, Ch. 98, Sec. 106 4, 1949



12'70.
Nebraska statutes school law

NEVADA

Public School Laws, See. 3346, 1920. Nevada
Comipiled Laws, Soc. 6756 and 8073, 1929. School ode,
Sec. 429, 1949.

1943

School Laws Oh. 134, Soo
, 1926.

NEW JERSEY

Schools Laws, Artiole 27, Soo. 342 and 543
Stat. 191996 and 19113*4, 1

NEW MEXICO

Public School Code, Article 16 Soo.
1809 inclusive, 1949.

W YORK

Sec. 890 and 291, 1939

NORTH CAROLINA

tutees Oh. 116 Seo

NORTH DAKOTA

North Dakota Revised Code, See. 16*3907,

NOVA SCOTIA

Ch 9. See 98



Ohio Laws. 4837,

=LAE

of Oklahoma, Article 11,

REGON

Oregon laws retie to the public se1ioo1
system, 449, Soo,

Genera
Sea, 17, 1938.

5323,

So ool
10 ?, 15.3108

Mrnota

ublia se
1, 1949.

U.S.

X89

PENNSYLVANIA

School Laws, Soo,

RHODE ISLAND

of Rhode is

I

Carolina, paragra

AKOTA

of South Dakota,
5.3110, 1939

TENNESSEE

Sea, 2581 19

TEXAS

of e of Texas,



School laws of the state of U
75-16 1949.

Virginia School

s, Seo

INIA

, Sea. 22..236 1949.

WA9RlsoT0l

Revised Statutes Annotated, See
2901, 6046, 5047 and 6051 1933

WRST VIRGINIA

Sohool Laws of West Virginia
Article 2, Sea. 9, 1947,

1941

WISCONSIN

utes, Ch. 40, Sea

Session laws, C 20, 1936.
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